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Abstract 
Radiation Properties of a Slotted Elliptic Cylinder Coated by Nonconfocal Chiral and 
Other Materials 
Biglar Najjar-Khatirkolaei, Ph.D. 
Concordia University, 2009 
Wireless communications technology is one of the most rapidly growing fields. 
An antenna is a key element that makes wireless communications possible. One of the 
most popular antennas is the slot antenna which is widely used in many wireless systems. 
The characteristics of a slot antenna on a perfectly conducting elliptic cylinder coated by 
nonconfocal materials are investigated theoretically and experimentally. Fields interior 
and exterior to the slot antenna are found rigorously using the separation of variable 
technique. The analysis is carried out by expressing the fields in and around the cylinder 
in terms of Mathieu and modified Mathieu functions. The structure is fed with a line 
source or a plane wave. The unknown aperture fields on the slot are expressed in terms of 
Fourier series with unknown expansion coefficients. The expansion coefficients of the 
interior, aperture and exterior fields are found by enforcing the boundary conditions and 
employing the addition theorem and orthogonality properties of the Mathieu functions. 
The general formulations are expressed for the TM case. However, expressions of the 
eigenfunction expansions for the TE case are given, as well. Furthermore, efficient 
algorithms for calculating the Mathieu functions are developed using the software 
package MATLAB. The algorithm developed here for calculating the Mathieu function is 
compact, fast, and efficient, and compared well with other results in the literature. 
iii 
The exact analytical formulation is used to generate accurate numerical results 
and studying the effects of different geometrical and materials parameters. Numerical 
results of the antenna gain, aperture conductance, and aperture voltage (in a receiving 
mode) are presented and discussed for different design parameters and for both the TM 
and TE cases. For verification of accuracy and validation of formulations and software 
program, numerical results for special cases are generated and very good agreement 
between theory and available data is obtained. The antenna radiation patterns and 
directivities are computed for different design parameters. The accuracy of the solution is 
also attested by comparing with HFSS, a commercial CAD package, simulation results. 
Prototypes of non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot antennas are designed, 
fabricated, and tested. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Motivations and Problem Statement 
Wireless communications technology is one of the most rapidly growing fields 
and is experiencing unprecedented market growth. The continuous demands of new 
services and technology challenge day by day scientists and engineers working in this 
field. The propagation of electromagnetic energy is the key physical phenomenon that 
makes wireless communications possible. An antenna can convert a guided 
electromagnetic wave on a transmission line to a plane wave propagating in free space 
and vice versa. Depending on the applications, there are many kinds of antennas. One of 
the most popular antennas is the slot antenna. 
A slot antenna consists of a metal surface and a slot cut out. Slot antennas are 
widely used in many practical applications such as radar and satellite communications, 
space vehicles, aircrafts, missiles, and in standard desktop microwave sources for 
research purposes. The main advantages of slot antennas are adaptability, lightweight, 
design simplicity, ease of fabrication, high power capability, greater control of the 
radiation pattern compared to line antennas, and wider bandwidth compared to microstrip 
patch antennas. 
Depending on the application, slot antennas are mounted on bodies which have 
different shapes. The shape and size of the slot, its loading and/or coating materials, and 
the driving source determine the radiation distribution pattern. Some known 2D mounting 
geometries include rectangular, circular and elliptic cylinders. The slotted circular 
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cylinder is one of the most investigated geometries in the area of scattering and radiation. 
However, because of some advantages of elliptic cylinder, i.e., extra design degree of 
freedom and some applications for this geometry, research in this area has increased, as 
well. In certain cases the elliptic cylinder provides a useful model for the body of an 
aircraft. Furthermore, as a limiting case, solutions of the slotted elliptic cylinder can be 
used for slotted circular cylinder. 
Generally, slot antennas in some applications, i.e., aircrafts, space shuttles, and 
missiles are coated by materials for different purposes. For example, the slot antenna on 
the space shuttle is covered by heat-shielding tiles. In some applications, the coated 
materials can protect the slot antennas from the oxidations or damages. Even the plasma 
surrounding a re-entry vehicle can be considered as a coated material. Also, the 
electromagnetic properties of (loaded and coated) materials can be used for more control 
of the radiated power and increase the number of design parameters. Therefore, extensive 
investigations are reported about the characteristics of slotted antennas on conducting 
circular [l]-[8] and elliptic [9]-[14] cylinders loaded and/or coated by confocal or 
nonconfocal materials (i.e., dielectric and plasma). The number of design parameters 
increases when the coating is nonconfocal. Also, there are some applications which need 
nonconfocal coating. Examples include a slotted elliptic cylinder with more coating 
material in front of slot, and a slotted elliptic cylinder covered by a uniform thickness of 
material. 
Dielectric is one of the most used materials for loading and coating. However, 
other kinds of materials which are made artificially and have special electromagnetic 
properties have recently become the subject of extensive studies. For examples, in the 
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studies for the characteristics of the elliptic slot antennas, the nonconfocal dielectric 
coating [12], and confocal metamaterial coating [15], [16] are considered. This work 
provides a general solution for the slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal chiral 
media. However, it can be used for circular cylinder and many other kinds of non-chiral 
materials (i.e. dielectric, isorefractive, and metamaterial), as well. 
In this investigation, a general geometry of slotted conducting elliptic cylinder 
loaded and coated with nonconfocal materials is considered. A cross section of this 
geometry is shown in Figure 1.1 and its details are given in Chapter 3. Two elliptic 
cylindrical coordinate systems (local and global) are used. The analysis is carried out by 
expressing the fields in and around the cylinder in terms of Mathieu and modified 
Mathieu functions using the separation of variables and exact boundary value technique. 
The structure is fed with a line source or a plane wave. The unknown aperture fields are 
expressed in terms of Fourier series expansion with unknown coefficients. The expansion 
coefficients of the interior, aperture and exterior fields are found by enforcing the 
boundary conditions and employing the addition theorem and orthogonality properties of 
the Mathieu functions. , , 
X~r c 
/ 
Figure 1.1 - Slotted elliptic cylinder loaded and coated with nonconfocal materials. 
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The exact analytical formulation is used to generate accurate numerical results 
and studying the effects of different geometrical and materials parameters. Prototypes of 
non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot antennas are designed, fabricated, and 
tested. 
1.2 Objectives 
The main objective of this thesis is to develop an exact solution to finding the 
characteristics of a slot antenna on a conducting elliptic cylinder coated by nonconfocal 
materials (i.e. dielectric, isorefractive, metamaterial, and chiral media). To achieve such 
objective, a general solution for the slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal 
chiral media is considered. This solution can be used for circular cylinder and non-chiral 
materials, as well. Two elliptic cylindrical coordinate systems (local and global) are used. 
The expressions of the wave equations are derived for different regions (inside and 
outside) of the slotted elliptic cylinder in terms of an infinite series of wave functions and 
the addition theorem for Mathieu functions. The unknown expansion coefficients are 
found by applying the boundary conditions and employing the orthogonality properties of 
the Mathieu functions. 
Other objectives of this work is to investigate the dependence of the antenna gain, 
aperture conductance, and aperture voltage (in receiving mode) on the slot and elliptic 
cylinder dimensions and properties as well on different kinds of loaded and coated 
materials. In addition, formulations and numerical results are presented for both the TM 
and TE cases. We also present prototypes of non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot 
antennas for demonstration purposes. 
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1.3 Basic Assumptions 
Figure 1.2 shows the 3D model of a line source and a slotted conducting elliptic 
cylinder coated by a nonconfocal material. The slot on conducting elliptic cylinder is an 
axial slot along the z-axis with angular width rjC2 - rjc\. The unknown aperture fields are 
uniform in z direction but they are dependent on rj and expressed in terms of Fourier 
series expansion with unknown coefficients. In practice, the line source and conducting 
elliptic cylinder have limited length in z direction. However, they are much greater than 
the applied wavelength, so that, they can be assumed as infinitely long. 
Figure 1.2 - The HFSS model of a line source and a slotted conducting elliptic cylinder 
coated by a nonconfocal material. 
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1.4 Overview of the Thesis 
Background of slot antennas and properties of different materials (i.e., dielectric, 
isorefractive, metamaterials, and chiral media) together with related applications are 
presented in Chapter 2. Electromagnetic behavior of materials, natural and artificial 
materials, construction of artificial materials and experimental works of artificial 
materials are discussed. Also, an idea on how to produce an artificial material in general 
form with soft and flexible host media is presented in this chapter. 
Formulations for radiation by an elliptic slot antenna coated by nonconfocal 
materials are given in Chapter 3. This chapter starts with elliptic cylindrical coordinate 
system and defines the confocal and nonconfocal cylinders. Wave equations, in particular 
wave equation in chiral media, and eigenfunction expansions are expressed for the TM 
case. Using two elliptic cylindrical coordinate systems (local and global), the expressions 
are derived for different regions. The boundary conditions are applied after 
transformation of the field components (inside the coating area) in terms of the global 
coordinate system. The unknown expansion coefficients and other required quantities are 
determined. Also in this chapter, expression of the eigenfunction expansions for the TE 
case is given and the unknown expansion coefficients are determined. 
In Chapter 4, the accuracy and validation of formulations and associated software 
program are verified in two ways. Some numerical results for special cases are generated 
and compared to the numerical results which are analytically generated by other 
researchers, and some numerical results compared to results which are simulated by 
Ansoft's HFSS software [17]. The numerical results for characteristics of elliptic slot 
antenna are generated in transmitting and receiving modes. Results for antenna gain and 
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aperture conductance (in transmitting mode), and for aperture voltage (in receiving mode) 
are presented and discussed in this chapter. 
Details of the simulation, design, fabrication, and measurement of the non-coated 
and dielectric-coated elliptic slot antennas are given in Chapter 5. In this chapter, the 
feeding of cylindrical slot antenna and the analytical and experimental solutions of 
elliptic slot antenna are discussed. 
In Chapter 6, conclusions, the main research contributions of these theoretical and 
experimental works, and suggested future works are presented. Details of the addition 
theorem for Mathieu functions and details of some matrices involved in the developed 
solution are given in appendices. 
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2. Literature Review 
A slot antenna consists of a metal surface and a hole or slot cut out. It radiates 
electromagnetic waves when the metal surface is driven as an antenna by a driving 
frequency sources. The radiated power of slot antenna can be more controlled if they are 
covered by materials. There are many kinds of materials which can be used for this 
purpose. Some kinds of materials are artificial materials with recent extensive 
investigations. Thus, the literature review covers both slot antennas and different kinds of 
materials. 
2.1 Slot Antennas 
Slot antennas are simple antennas which are analyzed in terms of the field on their 
associated aperture. The aperture field is dependent on the shape of the aperture and the 
body geometry on which the aperture is located. For a hollow conducting cylinder which 
acts the same as a waveguide, an aperture is the only pathway to transfer electromagnetic 
fields from inside to outside of the cylinder and vice versa. 
The main advantages of slot antennas are adaptability, lightweight, design 
simplicity, ease of fabrication, high power capability, greater control of the radiation 
pattern compared to line source antennas, and wider bandwidth compared to microstrip 
patch antennas. They are widely used in many practical applications such as radar and 
satellite communications, space vehicles, aircrafts, missiles, and in standard desktop 
microwave devices for research purposes. 
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The basic problem of communicating to and from high-speed aircraft has 
stimulated research work into the theory and application of slotted cylinder antennas 
[18]-[20]. Silver and Saunders [21] have developed general expressions for the external 
field produced by a slot of arbitrary shape in the wall of an infinite circular cylinder. Wait 
[22] has published a comprehensive theoretical treatment of slots on cylindrical surfaces, 
i.e., circular and elliptic cylinders. Many kinds of slot antennas such as the short and long 
slots, the thin slot, cavity-backed slot, annular slot, waveguide slot, slotted cylinder, slot-
dipole, open waveguide, rectangular and circular waveguide horn, and biconical horn are 
theoretically analyzed by Wolff [23]. 
Depending on the applications, the slot antennas are mounted on bodies which 
have different shapes (Figure 2.1). The pattern and other radiation characteristics of these 
antennas are profoundly influenced by the shape and the size of the body on which they 
are mounted. Because of mathematical difficulties, an exact theoretical analysis is not 
possible for some actual shapes, unless they have a known geometry shape. Some known 
geometry forms which are used as body of slot antennas have cylindrical shapes, i.e., 
rectangular, circular and elliptic cylinder. The slotted circular cylinder is one of the most 
investigated geometries in the area of scattering and radiation. However, because of some 
advantages of elliptic cylinder, i.e., extra design degree of freedom and some applications 
for this geometry, research in this area has increased, as well. Furthermore, as a limiting 
case, solutions of the slotted elliptic cylinder can be used for slotted circular cylinder. 
Figure 2.1-(a) shows a short slot in an infinite ground plane which is the 
complement to a dipole in free space. This slot has the same radiation pattern as a dipole 
antenna with the same dimensions as the slot, except that the E- and H-fields are 
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swapped. As a result, the polarization rotates 90°, so that radiation from a horizontal slot 
is polarized vertically. For instance, a vertical slot has the same pattern as a horizontal 
dipole of the same dimensions and vice versa. Figure 2.1 -(b) shows an annular slot 
antenna which can easily constructed by terminating a coaxial line connected to the 
conducting ground plane. Figures 2.1-(c) and 21-(d) are slot antennas on circular and 
elliptic cylinders, respectively. They are also named as waveguide slot antennas. 
Waveguide slot antennas are simple, rugged, and fairly easy to build. 
Conductor
 m Conductor 
Figure 2.1 - Some shapes of slot antenna; (a) Short slot antenna, (b) Annular slot 
antenna, (c) Circular cylinder slot antenna, (d) Elliptic cylinder slot antenna. 
Because of the electromagnetic properties of materials, a slotted cylinder loaded 
and coated with materials offers more control of the radiation power (Figure 2.2). 
Dielectric is one of the most used materials for this purpose. However, the other kinds of 
materials which are made artificially and have special electromagnetic properties have 
recently become the subject of widely studies. 
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Extensive investigations are reported [l]-[8] about the characteristics of slotted 
antenna on conducting circular cylinder loaded or coated by materials (i.e., dielectric and 
plasma). Many investigations are reported about the slotted antenna on conducting 
elliptic cylinder, as well. For instances; scattering and coupling properties of a slotted 
elliptic cylinder [9], [10] and the characteristics of slotted elliptic cylinder coated by 
materials [11]-[16]. 
i ~ > - : "•" • • : ' . ' " " x 
Conducting Cylinder 
Loaded Material • 
Coated Material 
I * 
Figure 2.2 - Conducting cylinder with loaded and coated materials. 
Definition of the aperture field is very significant. It is generally an unknown 
field. In most of the investigations about slotted cylinder, the aperture field is assumed as 
the known field and constant value. However, some works about non coated [9] and 
dielectric/metamaterial coated [16] slotted elliptic cylinders with unknown aperture field 
are reported, as well. 
In this thesis, the characteristics of slot antenna on a conducting elliptic cylinder 
coated by nonconfocal materials (i.e., dielectric, isorefractive, metamaterial, and chiral 
media) are investigated. The numerical results are generated for both TM and TE cases. 
Prototypes of elliptic slot antennas are designed, fabricated, and tested. 
J J 
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2.2 Electromagnetic Behaviours of Materials 
The response of materials to the presence of an electromagnetic field is 
determined by the properties of these materials. These properties are described by 
defining the macroscopic parameters, permittivity e and permeability JU of these materials. 
This allows for the classification of a medium as follows [24]. 
A medium with both permittivity and permeability greater than zero (e > 0, /u > 0) 
will be designated a double positive (DPS) medium. Most naturally occurring media (i.e., 
dielectrics) fall under this designation. A medium with permittivity less than zero and 
permeability greater than zero (e < 0, ju > 0) will be designated an epsilon-negative 
(ENG) medium. In certain frequency regimes many plasmas exhibit this characteristic. 
For example, noble metals (i.e., silver, gold) behave in this manner in the infrared and 
visible frequency domains. A medium with the permittivity greater than zero and 
permeability less than zero (e > 0, ju < 0) will be designated a mu-negative (MNG) 
medium. In certain frequency regimes some gyrotropic materials exhibit this 
characteristic. Artificial materials have been constructed that also have DPS, ENG, and 
MNG properties. A medium with the permittivity and permeability less than zero (e < 0, 
ix < 0) will be designated a DNG medium. This medium classification can be graphically 
illustrated as shown in Figure 2.3. 
The macroscopic interactions of electromagnetic fields with materials are also 
described by Maxwell's equations. Solution of Maxwell's equations requires knowledge 
of three constitutive properties of the material: the electric permittivity, the magnetic 
permeability, and the conductivity. In general, these parameters are dependent upon 
material temperature and frequency of the applied field. The electric permittivity and 
12 
magnetic permeability of a medium together determine the phase velocity of 




(S <(),{!> 0) 
Plasmas 
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magnetic materials 
Figure 2.3 - Materials classifications [24]. 
2.2.1 Artificial Materials 
Artificial materials are the materials which may not be available in nature. They 
are made by embedding various pieces of inclusions with novel geometry shapes in some 
host media (Figure 2.4). The cell size of the embedded pieces must be smaller than the 
wavelength of the incident wave. 
The first attempt to explore the concept of artificial materials appears when in 
1898 Jagadis Chunder Bose conducted the first microwave experiment on twisted 
structures-geometries that were essentially artificial chiral elements by today's 
terminology [25]. In 1914, Lindman worked on artificial chiral media by embedding 
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many randomly oriented small wire helices in a host medium [26]. In 1948, Kock [27] 
made lightweight microwave lenses by arranging conducting spheres, disks, and strips 
periodically and effectively tailoring the effective refractive index of the artificial media. 
& (y & & cy & 
Figure 2.4 - General sketch of a volumetric artificial material synthesized by embedding 
various inclusions in a host medium [24]. 
In recent years new concepts in synthesis and novel fabrication techniques have 
allowed the construction of structures and composite materials that mimic known 
material responses or that qualitatively have new, physically realizable response 
functions that do not occur or may not be readily available in nature. These artificial 
materials can in principle be synthesized by embedding various constituents/inclusions 
with novel geometric shapes and forms in some host media. Various types of 
electromagnetic composite media, such as single-negative materials (SNG), double-
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negative (DNG) materials, and chiral materials are interesting area for study by various 
research groups worldwide. 
In particulate composite media, electromagnetic waves interact with the 
inclusions, inducing electric and magnetic moments, which in turn affect the macroscopic 
effective permittivity and permeability of the bulk composite medium. Since artificial 
materials can be synthesized by embedding artificially fabricated inclusions in a specified 
host medium or on a host surface, this provides the designer with a large collection of 
independent parameters (or degrees of freedom) - such as the properties of the host 
materials; the size, shape, and composition of the inclusions; and the density arrangement 
and alignment of these inclusions - to work with in order to engineer an artificial material 
with specific electromagnetic response functions not found in each of the individual 
constituents. All of these design parameters can play a key role in the final outcome of 
the synthesis process. Among these, the geometry of the inclusions is one that can 
provide a variety of new possibilities for artificial materials processing [24]. 
In addition, as the new idea, the host media can be chosen so that, it be soft and 
flexible to change the shape, and can easily be used for load to (and/or cover on) other 
electromagnetic devices. In the following sections some materials which exist in nature 
(i.e., dielectrics), and some of them which are made artificially (i.e., metamaterials and 
chiral media) are reviewed. 
2.2.2 Dielectric Materials 
A dielectric material is a substance that is a poor conductor of electricity, but an 
efficient supporter of electrostatic fields. The term was coined by Whewell [28] in 
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response to a request from Faraday. Since an electric field passes through the material, 
Whewell considered Greek's term "dia" (which means "through") and named dia-
electric, but felt that dielectric was easier to pronounce. While the nouns dielectric and 
insulator are generally considered synonymous, the term dielectric is more often used 
when considering the effect of alternating electric fields on the substance, and insulator is 
more often used when the material is being used to withstand a high electric field. 
Von Hippel, in his seminal book [29] takes this definition further. He states, 
"Dielectrics are not a narrow class of so-called insulators, but the broad expanse of non 
metals considered from the standpoint of their interaction with electric, magnetic, of 
electromagnetic fields. Thus we are concerned with gases as well as with liquids and 
solids, and with the storage of electric and magnetic energy as well as its dissipation." 
"Dielectrics" is the study of dielectric materials-and involves physical models to 
describe how an electric field behaves inside a material. It is characterised by how an 
electric field interacts with an atom. It is possible to approach dielectrics from either a 
classical interpretation or a quantum one. However, the classical is much more intuitive. 
Many phenomena in electronics, solid state and optical physics can be described 
using the underlying assumptions of the dielectric model. This can mean that the same 
mathematical objects can go by many different names. An important property of a 
dielectric is its ability to support an electrostatic field while dissipating minimal energy in 
the form of heat. 
In practice, most dielectric materials are solid. Examples include porcelain 
(ceramic), mica, glass, plastics, and the oxides of various metals. Materials with moderate 
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dielectric constants include ceramics, distilled water, paper, mica, polyethylene, and 
glass. Metal oxides, in general, have high dielectric constants. 
2.2.3 Isorefractive Media 
Refraction is the change in direction of a wave due to a change in its speed. This 
is most commonly seen when a wave passes from one medium to another. Refraction is 
described by Snell's law, which states that the angle of incidence is related to the angle of 
refraction by 
s in 8X ox (2.1) 
sin 62 v2 
where the wave velocities vi and V2 through these media can be written, 
v.=-r== / \ (2-2) 
v2=-4== i \ (2-3) 
From (2.1) - (2.3) we have 
V / ^ i s i n 6\ = 4Vn£n s i n ei» (2-4) 
which means the refraction is related to the macroscopic properties permeability and 
permittivity of the media. 
If//rl£-rl = jur2sr2, Equation (2.4) is only valid if*6*, -62. That means there is no 
refraction (isorefractive). It is not possible unless two media are the same media, or two 
media have the same wave number and different intrinsic impedances. On the other 
words the isorefractive media is made by two different materials (i.e., dielectrics) which 
have the following conditions 
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t*r\eT\ =Mri£r2> (2-5) 
^jBA*ixT%leTl. (2.6) 
It is almost not possible to find two natural materials so that they make 
isorefractive media. Therefore, isorefrative media must be constructed artificially. For 
example, by imbedding small spherical particles of diamagnetic material in a dielectric 
with a low dielectric constant, so that the product of the permittivity and the permeability 
of the material equals the product of the permittivity and permeability of the surrounding 
medium [30]. 
Isorefractive materials exhibit several interesting properties [30]. For example, 
when an electromagnetic wave is incident on the interface between two isorefractive 
media, the incident and transmitted wave numbers are parallel to each other. Also, the 
reflection and transmission coefficients at any regular point of the interface between two 
isorefractive media are independent of both angle of incidence and polarization of the 
incident wave. 
The transfer of the electromagnetic waves from the first media to the second one 
without changing its direction (isorefractive) is an interesting phenomenon which has 
become the subject of study for researchers in recent years. Extensive studies with 
various subjects are reported by Uslenghi and his group in which isorefractive materials 
are considered. For instances; radiation and scattering waves by various geometries [31]-
[38], waveguiding structures containing isorefractive materials [30], and currents on 
conducting surfaces of a semielliptical-channel-backed slotted screen in an isorefractive 
environment [39]. Many investigations about isorefractive media are reported by other 
research groups, as well. Subjects include scattering by elliptic cylinder [40], [41] 
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formulation of dyadic green's functions for a dielectric/isorefractive elliptic cylinder [42], 
and a class of artificial materials isorefractive with free space [43]. 
Among these, the reports [33], [35], and [39]-[42] are about the radiation and 
scattering with elliptic cylinder geometry. 
2.2.4 Metamaterials 
A metamaterial (or meta material) is a material that gains its properties from its 
structure rather than directly from its composition. To distinguish metamaterials from 
other composite materials, the metamaterial label is usually used for a material that has 
unusual properties. The term was coined in 1999 by Rodger M. Walser of the University 
of Texas at Austin [44]. He defined metamaterials as; "Macroscopic composites having a 
manmade, three-dimensional, periodic cellular architecture designed to produce an 
optimized combination, not available in nature, of two or more responses to specific 
excitation." 
Among electromagnetic researchers, the term is often used, quite narrowly, for 
materials which exhibit negative refraction. Because of the special properties of 
metamaterials, they have become a subject of study by many research groups in 
worldwide. Hundreds investigations are rapidly reported about metamaterials with 
theoretical and experimental discussions. Most of these studies are reported after year 
2002. Some of them are reviewed here. 
In 1948, Kock [27] made lightweight microwave lenses by arranging conducting 
spheres, disks, and strips periodically and effectively tailoring the effective refractive 
index of the artificial media. The idea of complex materials in which both the permittivity 
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and the permeability possess negative real values at certain frequencies has received 
considerable attention. In 1967, Veselago [45] theoretically investigated plane-wave 
propagation in a material whose permittivity and permeability were assumed to be 
simultaneously negative. In recent years, Smith, Schultz, and their group constructed 
such a composite medium for the microwave regime and demonstrated experimentally 
the presence of anomalous refraction in this medium [46]-[48]. 
Extensive investigations with various subjects are reported by Engheta, 
Ziolkowski, and their groups in which about the response of metamaterials and methods 
for their fabrication are discussed in theoretically and experimentally [49]-[59]. Also, 
many theoretical and experimental works are reported [60]-[77], by other groups in 
various subjects such as radiations, scattering, transmissions, reflections, propagations, 
refractions, and waveguiding. 
Some of the reported investigations are about the propagation in the waveguides, 
radiation from slot antennas, and electromagnetic wave scattering by cylindrical 
(rectangular, circular, and elliptic cylinder) objects coated by metamterials, i.e., [15], 
[16], [56], [60], [62], [67]-[69], and [73]-[77]. 
Metamaterials are of particular importance in electromagnetism (especially optics 
and photonics). They show promise for a variety of optical and microwave applications 
such as new types of beam steerers, modulators, band-pass filters, lenses, microwave 
couplers, and antenna radomes. In order for its structure to affect electromagnetic waves, 
a metamaterial must have structural features smaller than the wavelength of the 
electromagnetic radiation it interacts with. 
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2.2.4.1 Basic Types of Metamaterials with Inclusions 
Almost all bulk metamaterials used at the present state of the art are based on only 
two structures. These structures are a dense array of thin wires and an array of split-ring 
resonators (SRRs) [24]. They are embedded in the host media. The host media can be 
chosen so that they are soft and flexible to change the shape, and can easily be used for 
any electromagnetic devices. 
2.2.4.1.1 Epsilon-Negative (ENG) Metamaterial 
An array of parallel thin wires exhibits a high-pass behaviour for an incoming 
plane wave whose electric field is parallel to the wires. Below a special frequency (a 
cutoff frequency of the array) there is no propagation and an electromagnetic wave will 
experience total reflection. This behaviour is similar to the propagation of the 
electromagnetic waves in plasma [24]. 
Figure 2.5 shows an array of thin conducting wires with unit cell size a. If unit 
cell size a, is much smaller than a wavelength, the wire can be thought of as a continuous 
plasma. Since the epsilon value of this metamaterial is negative, it is named epsilon-
negative (ENG) or single-negative (SNG) metamaterial. This is a way that an epsilon-
negative (or single-negative) metamterial can be fabricated. 
2.2.4.1.2 Mu-Negative (MNG) Metamaterial 
An array of split-ring resonator (SRR) inclusions can be used for the synthesis of 
mu-negative (MNG) metamterials which is another single-negative metamterial (Figure 
2.6). A single SRR can be thought of as a small, capacitively loaded loop antenna. If this 
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antenna operates slightly above the resonant frequency, the local scattered magnetic field 
will be almost out of phase with the incident field. Thus, the resultant local magnetic field 
will be lower than that of the incident field. It leads to the negative magnetic polarization 
and negative effective permeability of the resulting metamaterial [24]. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2.5 - ENG Metamaterial [24]; (a) Array of thin conducting wires, (b) Unit cell. 
If the magnetic field vector of the incident plane wave is perpendicular to the 
SRR, it will give rise to the induced currents that eventually will yield the negative 
permeability. On the contrary, if the magnetic field vector is parallel to the SRR, it can 
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Figure 2.7 - DNG Metamaterial [24]; (a) Wires & SRRs. (b) Unit cell (ID & 2D cases). 
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2.2.4.1.3 DNG Metamaterial 
The double-negative (DNG) metamterial can be made from combination of the 
thin-wire-based ENG structure and the SRR-based MNG structure (Figure 2.7). It is 
assumed that the new composite material exhibited a macroscopic permittivity equal to 
that of the thin-wire-based ENG medium and a macroscopic permeability equal to the 
permeability of the SRR-based MNG medium. This is a simplified model which neglects 
any interactions between the wires and the SRRs [24]. 
The DNG metamaterial is also named the left-handed metamaterial (LHM), 
backward-wave (BW) media, and media with negative refractive index. 
2.2.4.2 Negative Refractive Index 
The main reason researchers have investigated metamaterials is the possibility to 
create a structure with a negative refractive index, since this property is not found in any 
naturally occurring material. Almost all materials encountered in optics, such as glass or 
water, have positive values for both permittivity e and permeability ju. However, many 
metals (such as silver and gold) have negative e at visible wavelengths. Materials having 
negative e or ju (but not both) are opaque to electromagnetic radiation. 
For plane waves propagating in negative refractive index metamaterials, the 
electric field, magnetic field, and poynting vector (or group velocity) follow a left-hand 
rule, thus giving rise to the name left-handed (meta) materials. It should be noted that the 
terms left-handed and right-handed can also arise in the study of chiral media (Section 
2.2.5), but their use in that context is unrelated to this effect. Some researchers consider 
the qualifier left-handed for achiral materials as particularly infelicitous. 
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An example for negative index (or DNG or LHM) is flat lens focusing with left-
handed metamaterial (LHM). A negative index of refraction should cause 
electromagnetic radiation to refract or bend at a negative angle when entering an LHM, 
as shown in the Figure 2.8 on the left. The Figure 2.8 on the right shows that this property 
could be used to bring radiation to a focus with a flat LHM lens. The advantage of a flat 
lens in comparison to a conventional curved lens is that the focal length could be varied 
simply by adjusting the distance between the lens and the electromagnetic wave source. 
In this in-house work, researchers at the national aeronautics and space administration 
(NASA) Glenn research center [78] developed a computational model for LHMs with the 
three-dimensional electromagnetic commercial code microwave studio, constructed an 
LHM flat lens, and used it to experimentally demonstrate the reversed refraction and flat 
lens focusing of microwave radiation. 
Normal Material 
Figure 2.8 - Left: Refraction of an incident electromagnetic wave from free space by a 
conventional material and LHM. Right [78]: Electromagnetic radiation is focused by a 
flat slab of LHM with index n - -2. 
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The LHM flat lens configuration is a periodic array of metallic rings and wires 
based on work by researchers at the University of California at San Diego ([46] and [47]). 
A photograph of the constructed flat lens array of LHM cells is shown on the Figure 2.9. 
For microwave radiation at wavelengths about 10 times a cell length, this configuration 
provides negative effective values of electric permittivity and magnetic permeability, 
resulting in a negative value for the index of refraction. Preliminary testing has 
demonstrated a reversed refraction effect with focusing of the microwave radiation. Finite 
element models are being developed and an optics ray tracing code is being used to create 
new lens designs. 
Figure 2.9 - LHM flat lens consisting of an array of 3 by 20 by 20 unit cells, with unit 
cell size of 5 mm. This geometry shows reversed refraction and left-handed focusing 
properties at microwave frequencies between 10 and 11 GHz [78]. 
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2.2.5 Chiral Media 
The term "chiral" is a Greek's word and means "hand". The following are some 
concept definitions of chiral media; 
• Material with either a left or right handed helical arrangement, 
• Having different left-handed and right-handed forms, not mirror symmetric, 
• An object whose mirror image is not the same as itself, 
• Any molecule that is not superimposable on its mirror image. 
Molecules can be chiral if they contain one or more chiral centers. For the purposes of 
introductory organic chemistry, a chiral center can be defined as a hybridized carbon that 
is bonded to four different groups. On the other hand chiral molecule has a carbon atom 
with four different groups attached. 
A chiral molecule is not superimposable with its mirror image. Like left and right 
hands (that have a thumb, fingers in the same order, but are mirror images and not the 
same), chiral molecules have the same things attached in the same order, but are mirror 
images and not the same (Figure 2.10). The best definition for a chiral molecule maybe is 
one that, "The necessary and sufficient condition for a chiral molecule is one, that is not 
superimposable on its mirror image" [79]. For example, you cannot place your right hand 
on your left and have all hand parts in the same place. They are related to each other as 
mirror images in three-dimensional space, and as such they can not be superimposed on 
top of each other. 
Chiral media can also be defined from the macroscopic point of view. An object 
that is not chiral is said to be achiral (or non-chiral). Thus all objects are either chiral or 
achiral. The double helix is a chiral object [80] (Figure 2.11). 
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The term "chirality" is also Greek's word and refers to the property of 
"handness". Chirality is an important chemical concept. For example the active 
ingredients in caraway seeds and spearmint demonstrate the concept. Though they have 
identical molecular structures, the two substances taste differently because they are 
opposite in chirality [81]. 
Figure 2.10 - Hands and chiral molecules [79]. 
Figure 2.11 - Double helix is a chiral object [80]. 
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Many biological and natural molecules are chiral, such as amino acids, 
carbohydrates, nucleic acids, sugars, proteins, hormones, glycine, tertiary amine, artaric 
acid, snub polyhedron, DNA, and RNA. Some man made chiral objects are irregular 
tetrahedron, stringed instruments, double helix and hand gloves. 
2.2.5.1 Electromagnetic Behaviours of Chiral Media 
Chiral materials have been known and studied since 1813, when Biot first 
explained observations of color changes for white linearly polarized light transmitted 
through quartz [82]. He has shown that each frequency of linearly polarized light rotated 
by a different amount during transmission through a chiral medium. This phenomenon 
became known as optical rotation or alternatively as optical activity. The sodium light is 
usually used for the determination of optical activity. The rotation is different, may be 
zero, and may even reverse in direction compared with the rotation given with sodium 
light. In 1895, Cotton has shown that chiral media can transform a linearly polarized 
wave into an elliptically polarized wave [82]. 
Chiral media is a reciprocal medium characterized by different phase velocities 
for right and left circularly polarized waves. These are the same properties as an isotropic 
optically active media, therefore the same constitutive relationships are used. Chiral 
media responds with both electric and magnetic polarization to either electric or magnetic 
excitation. Chiral objects can generate both co- and cross-polarized fields simultaneously 
which is an advantage for some applications. In a lossless chiral medium, any linearly 
polarized wave undergoes a rotation of its polarization as it propagates. For a chiral 
cylinder, the chirality results in a coupling between the TMz and TEz scattering waves. 
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Therefore, the solution of the problem involving chiral medium is more complicated 
compared to achiral medium. 
An isotropic chiral medium is a macroscopically continuous medium composed of 
equivalent chiral objects that are uniformly distributed and randomly oriented. The theory 
of electromagnetic wave propagation in isotropic chiral media differs from the more 
common aspects of isotropic achiral media. From the technical point of view, an isotropic 
achiral media is characterized by two parameters, in counterpoint to chiral medium 
characterized by three parameters, two common parameters (the electric permittivity and 
the magnetic permeability), and the new extra parameter chirality admittance which is 
responsible for optical activity. Also the electromagnetic chirality is known as optical 
activity in the optical regime. 
2.2.5.2 Artificial Chiral Media 
All objects in the nature are either chiral or achiral. Thus, there are natural chiral 
materials. However it seems, still there are some obstacles to use directly the natural 
chiral materials for real applications. Use of artificial materials by embedding pieces of 
inclusions in some host media (as discussed in Section 2.2.1) is interesting way that 
researchers are interested to do that. Helix is a one of the appropriate chiral object for 
fabrication of artificial chiral material. 
The first attempt to explore the concept of artificial materials appears when in 
1898 Bose made the first microwave experiment on twisted structures-geometries that 
were essentially artificial chiral elements [25]. In 1914, Lindman worked on artificial 
chiral media by embedding many randomly oriented small wire helices in a host medium 
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[26]. In 1956 Winkler [83], 1957 Tinoco and Freeman [84], and 1960 Tinoco and Woody 
[85], have done some experiments on microwave micropagation through dispersions of 
copper helices. 
Also extensive investigations are reported about natural and artificial chiral 
material in the last twenty years with different subjects. In some theoretical and 
experimental investigations [86]-[117], thin wires in the form of helices or other chiral 
shapes are used as the composite inclusions embedded in the host materials to 
demonstrate the artificial chiral structures. As an example Busse and his group [99] have 
experimentally studied waveguide characterization of chiral material. Figure 2.12 shows 
their fabricated artificial chiral media using helices and foam. Furthermore, some other 
investigations [118]-[136] about chiral media are reported without demonstrating the 
artificial chiral structures. The subjects which are related to our work include; 
waveguiding, radiation, scattering, and coating. 
Figure 2.12 - Artificial chiral media (waveguide) using helices and foam [99]. 
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Therefore, using the randomly oriented small wire helices in a host media is a 
good technique to fabricate artificial chiral media. The host media can be chosen so that 
they are soft and flexible to change the shape, and can easily be used for any 
electromagnetic devices. 
2.2.6 Soft and Flexible Host Media 
Most of the applications (or devices) which are made by artificial materials (i.e., 
metamaterial or chiral media) have rectangular shapes. The host media which were used 
for these purposes were hard and non flexible. Thus, it seems this technique can not be 
appropriate and applicable for a complicated shapes same as elliptic cylinder. As the new 
idea a soft and flexible host media, i.e., soft plastic can be used for these purposes. 
According to this idea, artificial materials are not directly made for a special 
device. Instead, they are produced in general form by embedding a three-dimensional 
array of objects in a soft host media. The objects can have different size, shapes, and 
orientation for different kinds of materials. For example small (left- and right-hand) 
helices can be used to producing chiral media. Also, artificial materials can have different 
cell sizes for various ranges of frequencies. Of course, it is not possible to produce such 
kind of materials in a simple laboratory. They must be produced industrially with 
advanced technology. Then, these materials can be cut in many shapes and used for 
different devices. 
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3. Formulations for Elliptic Slot Antenna 
Coated by Nonconfocal Materials 
The electromagnetic wave interaction with elliptic cylinder is typically expressed 
in terms of the elliptic cylindrical coordinate system eigenfunctions. In this chapter, we 
start with the elliptic cylindrical coordinate system, and then develop and express the 
solution in terms of eigenfunction expansions and other associate quantities of interest. 
3.1 Elliptic Cylindrical Coordinate System 
Consider an elliptic cylinder as shown in Figure 3.1 with its cross section in the 
0 0 0 
(x, y) plane [137]. The semi-focal length/is given b y / = a - b where a is the semi-
major axis and b is the semi-minor axis of the ellipse. The elliptic cylindrical coordinate 
system (£ rj, z) is defined according to the transformation x + j y = f cosh{£, + j tj). 
Equating the real and imaginary parts of each side [138], in Cartesian coordinate system 
(x, y, z), we obtain 
x =fcosh £ cos rj, (3.1) 
y =fsinh £ sin rj, (3.2) 
z = z, (3.3) 
where £ is the radial coordinate, 0 < £ < oo, and rj is the angular coordinate, 0 < r\ < 2K . 
The surface <f = & reduces to the elliptic cylinder 
/cosh 4 + 
y \ 
2 
/ s i n h ^ J = cos ?7 + sin 77=1, (3.4) 
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with semi-major axis a =fcosh & and semi-minor axis b =fsinh &• The surface rj = rjo 
reduces to the hyperbolic cylinder 
( X ) 
, / c o s 7 0 > 
2 
r y ) 
[fsint]0j cosh
2
 £-sinh21; = 1. (3.5) 
which crosses the x-axis at ±fcos 7/o and has asymptotesy = ±x tan TJQ. 
The corresponding scale factors in the elliptic cylindrical coordinate system are 
h, =fsjsinh2 £ + sin2 rj = f-yjcosh2 £ -cos 2 77 
fJ- (cosh 2£ -cos 277), 
A
, = V 
















Figure 3.1 - Elliptic cylindrical coordinate system [137]. 
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For a constant semi-focal length / and different values of <fo (different surfaces), 
different elliptic cylinders can be obtained from Equation (3.4) which are confocal. Two 
elliptic cylinders are confocal if they have same focal points and no orientation with 
respect to each other, otherwise, they are nonconfocal. For examples two elliptic 
cylinders with different center points, and/or different focal length, and/or oriented axes 
with respect to each other, are nonconfocal cylinders. 
The mathematical expressions for the problems with nonconfocal cylinders 
geometry may need one or more elliptic cylindrical coordinate systems. Each region of 
this geometry may use its own coordinate system to express the problem. However, for 
final solution some expressions must be transferred to other coordinate system. 
Therefore, solutions to the problems with nonconfocal cylinders geometries are more 
complicated compared to confocal ones. 
The nonconfocal cylinders geometry offers more design options. Furthermore, 
there are some applications which have nonconfocal cylinders geometry. For example, an 
elliptic cylinder covered by a uniform sheet has a nonconfocal cylinders geometry. 
3.2 Wave Equations 
The two-dimensional Helmholtz wave equation, assuming no variation along z 
axis, in the elliptic cylindrical coordinate system is given by [138] 
+ — - + 2^(cosh 2£ - cos 2TJ) V({>T?) = 0, (3.9) d%2 drf 
where 
q = (kf)2/4, (3.10) 
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is a dimensionless parameter, and k is the propagation constant. Using the separation of 
variables technique, we assume a solution of the form 
V,(Z,TJ) = R(Z)S(JI). (3.11) 




• + (p-2qcos2r]) S(?J) = 0, (3.12) 
-(/?--2#cosh2£) R(& = 0, (3.13) 
where/? is the separation constant. Equations (3.12) and (3.13) are known as the angular 
Mathieu equation and radial (or modified) Mathieu equation, and their solutions are the 
angular Mathieu functions and radial (or modified) Mathieu functions, respectively. 
3.2.1 Wave Equations in Chiral Media 
Different kinds of materials can be used for coating the slotted cylinder. These 
materials are generally divided into chiral and achiral medium. The problem formulation 
for chiral medium is more complicated and more general compared to achiral medium. 
The expression of wave equations for chiral media can be used for achiral media, as well, 
by considering a zero chirality. 
Therefore, this section presents the procedure for transforming the coupled wave 
equations for chiral media to a set of uncoupled wave equations so that classical 
eigenfunction techniques can be used [122]. The constitutive relationships for a chiral 
medium are 
D = scE-jyMH, (3.14) 
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B = /uH+jy/uE, (3.15) 
where 
£c=s + /uy , (3.16) 
is the effective permittivity of the chiral medium, D, B, E, and H are the electric flux 
density, magnetic flux density, electric field, and magnetic field, respectively. Also e is 
the permittivity, ju is the permeability, and y is the chiral admittance of the medium. If /u, 
e, or y is complex the media is lossy. If y = 0, then (3.14) and (3.15) reduce to the 
constitutive for an achiral medium. 
In a chiral media with electric volume current density J and electric charge 


























and co is the angular velocity. Using (3.17) and (3.18), the source-free wave equation in 









The coupling caused by [K\ in the wave equation can be removed by diagonalizing [K\ 
such that 
[AV[K][A}= 0 (3.22) 
where 
[A] = 1 1 j4£c'' M -j-jecl' fi 
(3.23) 
and the chiral wave numbers are given by 
kR = a>JJiirc + cojiiy , 










where ER and EL are the electric fields of right and left hand circularly polarized waves 
with propagation constants kR and ki, respectively. Substituting (3.26) into (3.17) and 
(3.18) results in a set of uncoupled equations for chiral media 
Vx 
kR ER 
~ ^L EL . 






l + yJJTFt 
(3.28) 





= 0. (3.29) 
3.3 The Eigenfunction Expansions 
As shown in Figure 3.2, consider the Cartesian coordinate system (xc, yc, z) or 
elliptic cylindrical coordinate system (£c, rjc, z) as a local coordinate system and (x, y, z) 
or (£ rj, z) as a global coordinate system. A perfectly conducting elliptic cylinder with 
semi-focal length^, semi-major axis ac, and semi-minor axis bc is centered at the origin 
of the local coordinate system. It has an axial slot along the z-axis with angular width 
y\a - 7/ci- This cylinder coated by a nonconfocal elliptic cylinder which is located at the 
origin of the global coordinate system with semi-focal length/ semi-major axis a, and 
semi-minor axis b. The major axis (xc-axis) of the local coordinate system is oriented by 
an angle a with respect to the major axis (x-axis) of the global coordinate system, and its 
center is given by the polar coordinates {d, /?) with respect to the center of the global 
coordinate system. The cross sections of this geometry in the x-y plane are shown in 
Figure 3.2 which include the three regions. 
The inner region of the conducting cylinder (region 1), can be free space, 
dielectric, or metamaterial. The coated region (region 2), can be free space, dielectric, 
isorefractive, metamaterial, or chiral media. Region 3 is free space. In the following 
sections we consider an incident transverse magnetic (TM) polarized wave. The 
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eigenfunction expansions in regions 1 and 2 can be expressed in terms of the local 
coordinate system, while in region 3 they can be expressed in terms of the global 
coordinate system. 
(a) Geometry (b) Sources 
Figure 3.2 - Geometry of slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal material, 
(a) Local and global coordinate systems, (b) Slot and its excitation sources. 
3.3.1 Incident Wave 
The source can be located in region 1 or region 3. Assume a line source for region 
1, and a line source or plane wave for region 3. If the source is located in region 1, the 
slot acts as a transmitting antenna, and if the source is located in region 3, it acts as a 
receiving or coupling antenna. 
In general, for an electric line source with unit amplitude, located at (&, >/o), the 
incident electric fields are given by [9] 
K =E^1>*><c>*ovc»',k>' ^ - 6 (3-30) 
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^ ' = I ^ > ^ > 3 ^ m ( C 3 , 7 7 ) ; <f<& (3.31) 
where S is the angular Mathieu function, 7?(/) is the Ith kind of radial Mathieu function (/ = 
1, ..., 4), c\ = k\ fc, c-}, - k-i f, ki is wave number in region /, subscripts e and o denote even 
and odd types, respectively, and the summation ( £ ) starts from 0 for even type and from 
1 for odd type functions. Also 
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A\e and A3 „ are expressed in local and global coordinate systems, respectively, r/+ = 
rjc (or rj) if / = 1 (or 3),fo =fc (or / ) if source located in region 1 (or 3), ^' is the incident 
angle with respect to the major axis of the corresponding (local or global) coordinate 
system, and po is the radial distance from the origin to the source location. The origin is 
center of the local coordinate system if source located in region 1, and it is center of the 
global coordinate system if source located in region 3. For a plane wave, the incident 
electric field is given by (3.31) with 
A3,n =j"JteE0S. H(c3,cos0')/N.n(c3), (3.38) 
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where EQ is the amplitude of the incident field. 
The corresponding magnetic fields for Equations (3.30) and (3.31) in the rjc and rj 
directions, respectively, can be obtained by 
_ / dEu 
H1' =• J *< 
"' WxK K 
H 
a>juxhi 
3/^ -J M\l 
n
 co/J3h dt; 
X ^ . . < ) ' ( c , . ^ ) 5 . l l l ( c 1 , 7 c ) . (3-39> 
•J ZA3:mR?i(c3,{)S.(c3,rj), (3.40) 
aju3h 
where ju\ and jui are permeabilities of region 1 and region 3, respectively, hc and h are 
scale factors and given by (3.6), and the prim indicates the derivative with respect to the 
corresponding argument. 
3.3.2 Fields in Region 1 (& < &) 
In the presence of a chiral media, the fields may be expanded as an infinite sum of 
- > - > 
vector wave functions, Mm and Nm [122], [139] which are related by 
VxNm=kMm, (3.41) 
VxMm=lcNm. (3.42) 
-* - » 
In elliptic cylindrical coordinate system (£, rj, z), Mm and Nm can be written as 
N«)(k) = u2R«Uc,{)Se(c,T7), (3.43) 
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k 
• u$ Mr +un M' 
••u4—R[n(c,^)S'. (C,TJ) 
kh °m °m 
Un^Jc^S.Jcrj). (3-44) 
Therefore, the fields in region 1 will have TMz and TEz components, and the 
electric field is expanded as 
* ' - ! 
0), Bl.MyW + Bl.Nyfr) 
^l^Y.B\mRt^^)S\m{cx,Vc) 
Mc m 
"*. YB\. RV'ic^&S. (c,,7c) 
* A m 
+2^252--<cci.^)5.111(c.,7e), (3.45) 
where 51, and B2, are unknown expansion coefficients. The corresponding magnetic 
field can be written as 
*\ m 
B\<N^(k,) + B2tMV(kx) 
= «i^^TtB2.mR?)m(cl,fe)S:m{cl,Tje) 
— u 1c 
co/uxht 
-Z52. <(c I f^ e)5. (c1>7e) 
l " c m 
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+". T 4 = ^ 5 i > i ? > ( c "^ ) 5 > ( c "^ ) - (3-46) S\ 
3.3.3 Aperture Fields (ft = ft) 
The unknown aperture fields on the slot are expressed in terms of sinusoidal 
Fourier representation of even and odd parts, i.e., 
£"(7C) = — 5 > 1 . CS, (TJC), (3.47) 
K\nc m 
K(^) = Yb2,CSt(rjc), (3.48) Z_rf 'm „m 
where 
cs.M = \ 
2m n 




sin rjc , 
7c2-7cl 
and 61, and 62 „ are unknown expansion coefficients to be determined. 
3.3.4 Fields in Region 2 (ft > ft and £ < ft) 
In region 2, the eigenfunction expansion must account for the polarization rotation 
inherent to chiral media. In a z-independent problem, these result in a coupling between 
the TMz and TEz fields, which prevents the eigenfunction expansion from being written 
as a simple superposition of TMz and TEz fields. However, the eigenfunction expansion 
can be written as a superposition of right and left hand circularly polarized fields. This is 
- > - > 
done by combining the vector wave functions Mm and./Vm , to form right and left hand 
circularly polarized vector wave functions 
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('), E«>m=M™(kK) + NZ>(kK), (3.50) 
r (0 in i EVm=-M^{kL) + K\kL) 
The electric field in the chiral medium (region 2) may be then represented as 
(3.51) 
2 , Z72 E'=E'R + Ei 
= ! « . , 0 ) , M™(kK) + N™(kR) " ! « : . (')/ 
+ 2>;, (2) / ^r '(**)+AW«) •Z* 2 : . 
AC(*J + tfJ,"(*J 
•^i2)(*J + ^ 2 ) (^) 
" ^ f f Z c l > ^ ( ^ ^ c ) ^ > ( ^ ^ c ) - f S C 2 > ^ > ( c i ^ c ) 5 > ( c i ) ^ ) 
KR m KL m J 
•^ f | r2C T><( c*^c)5> (c , ,7c) - fZC2>^> , (C L ,# e )J> (c , , 7 e ) 
V l " " f i »> 
+
 ^ Z ^ > < ( c * ^ c ) 5 > ( c , , i 7 j - 7 - E ^ 2 > < ( ^ . ^ ) ^ > ( ^ ^ c ) 
'•R m K 
+
 E^1>^>)(c«'^)5>(^57c) + E^2>JR!2j(c,^c)5>(ci,7c)}, (3.52) 
m m ) 
where CR = k^fc, ci = kifc, C\e , C2 „ , Z)l, , and D2, are unknown expansion 
coefficients. The corresponding magnetic field can be written as 
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Jj2 _ J J
 r 2 P 2 
V/v^ | - ^ « ^Z . 
V/v^ £« ; 2 l » ^ ( M + JCC**) + 
EC2e JctfJ-AWJ (1)/ 
+ I X M^(kR) + Nl2\kR) + Z^2 ( <2)(^)-^l2)(^) 
"cyMl16! lKR rn KL m 
KR m KL m J 
-u hc^/U2IS2 [KR m KL m 
^ m * I 
+
 " ^ ^ ^ | E C 1 > ^ ( c , ' ^ ) 5 > ( c , , 7 j - E C 2 > ^ ( c L ^ c ) ^ m ( c i , ^ ) 
' 2 ^ m 
m m J 
3.3.5 Fields in Region 3 (£> &) 
The fields in region 3 will have TMz and TEz components. Therefore, the electric 
field is expanded as 
*'-I (4) / Fl.M^ik^ + Fl.N^ik,) 




+ uzY,F2>R^(ci^)S>(ci,7j), (3.54) 
m 
where F\e and F2e are unknown expansion coefficients. The corresponding magnetic 
field can be written as 
Hl = 
4/hi 3 m n. &?&,) +F2.M«\k,) 






3.4 Boundary Conditions 













F\e , and F2e together with b\< and b2e may be determined by imposing the 
boundary conditions on the surfaces of slotted and coated cylinders defined by £c = £\ and 
£ = &• It is known that the tangential components of the electric field across an interface 
between two media with no impressed magnetic current densities along the boundary of 
the interface are continuous and they vanish on the perfect conducting surfaces. Also, the 
tangential components of the magnetic field across an interface between two media, 
neither of which is a perfect conductor, are continuous [140]. 
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The boundary conditions at £ = & can be applied after the transformation of the 
field components inside the coating (region 2) in terms of the global coordinate system. 
This can be done using the addition theorem for Mathieu functions [141]-[144], so that 
components E2 , E2 , H2 , and H2 in the local coordinate system change to similar 
components (E 2 , E2Z, H2, and H2, respectively) in the global coordinate system, as 
" [KR m ° / 
kL 
XC 2 - lF, /S ) ' fe.%fe, ' / )+^j« ) , (c i 2 ,^(c I^) 
+ f& i>ikj?( c^^fe^)^s.^'^ '^^'^ 
*R m 
KL m ° I ° J 




Rlf)(CL2^)Sel(CL2'T?) + WOUmRo:i)(CL2^)Sol(CL2'r?)l ( 3 - 5 7 ) 
H2 = -J 1 





+ ^ Z D 1 - - Z r B - i X ) ' ( c « . ^ - ( c « . 7 ) + ^O : / B ^ 2 ) , ( c i , 2 , ^ 0 , ( c „ , i 7 ) 
•,(3.58) 
H^jJj=\ZChmZ[^,lmR^(cR2^)SAcR2^ 
'2 ^ m 
m / 
m
Rll)(CR2^)Sel(CR2'Tj) + WO'imRi:i)(CR2^)Sol(CR2^T7)\ 
m ° / 
m ° / ° J 
where c/« = ^R/, Q.2 — kif, and the /-summation ( £ ) starts from 0 for even type (WE) 
and from 1 for odd type (WO). Details of WE and WO are given in Appendix A. 













- (? • 
•t" 
•t" 
= "l . 
= "L 
7cl < 7c < 7c2 
e/se 
7 e i < Vc < >7c2 
else 
Vol < Vc < 7c2 
else 
VcX <Vc< Vc2 
else 
VcX <Vc< Vc2 
Vc\ <Tlc< 7C2 
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and the boundary conditions at <f = & are 




Equations (3.60) - (3.69) are the boundaries conditions in the general case. Depending on 
the source locating (inside or outside the cylinder), E]' (and H3'), or E]z' (and H}j ), 
become zero, respectively. 
3.5 Finding the Coefficients 
To find the unknown expansion coefficients, we substitute the corresponding 
expressions into (3.60) - (3.69). After substituting, multiply both sides of Equations 
(3.60) and (3.61) by S, (cx,r]c), multiply both sides of Equations (3.62) and (3.63) by 
Sen(cR,rjc), multiply both sides of Equations (3.64) and (3.65) by CSe (TJC), and 
multiply both sides of Equations (3.66) - (3.69) by Se (cL2,rj). Then, integrating over 
the counters and using the orthogonality properties of Mathieu functions, the terms 
involving even functions decouple completely from those of odd functions, and vice 
versa. Finally we have 
B\. = —, YQe ( C . ) M . , (3.70) 
H< (c.) 1 
—^ A\e +B2e = YQe (c,)M, , (3.71) 
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Zfi:»,( c*)M>. (3-73> 
'2 m 
+—f"1 y g , (C){/; (Ci)C2e +*; ( c j m , }, (3.74) 




•Z f i :» (^ )k . (^ ) C 2 > + ^> (^ ) ^2 .J , (3-75) 
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= Z ^ : . - ( c « , C 3 ) { / > ( c , ) ^ 3 > + ^ . (c3)F2.J , (3.77) 
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•JJhJ> '3 m 
where 
J,n(ci) = R^(ci,Zj), 
KCn(ci) = R^(ci,4J), 











In Equations (3.80) - (3.82), j =\\ii=\,R,L, andy = 2 if / = R2, L2, 3. In Equation 
(3.84), rj+ = rjc if & = &, and t]+ = t] if £= £>. 
The unknown expansion coefficients can be found by solving the system of linear 
equations (3.70) - (3.79). After solving the matrix forms, the expansion coefficients are 
given as follows, 
Bl.=G2.bl., (3.85) 
o o o 
B2e = -G3eA\c+G5eb2,, (3.86) 
o o o o o 
b\t =ri30.41e +T\3\A\0 +T\32A3e +T\33A30 + T\34b\0, (3.87) 
b\0 = T\43Ale+Tl44Al0+T\45A3e+Tl46A30, (3.88) 
b2e =Tl04Ale +H05i43e + 7106 A30 +T\Qlb\e +T\08b\o+T\09b2o, (3.89) 
b20 =T\16Ale +T\\1A\0 +TUSA3e +TU9A30 +T\20ble + Tl2lbl0, (3.90) 
CI. =G10.bl. + G8,C2e -G7eD\e + G9eD2e, (3.91) 
o o o o o o o a o 
C2e =-T\2ble-T\3b\0+T\4C20 +T\5Dle + T\6D\0+T\7 D2e+T\SD20, (3.92) 
C20 =T3lble +T32b\0 +T33Dle +T34Dl0 +T35D2e +T36D20, (3.93) 
D\e =T82A3e -T83A30 +T84b\e +TS5bl0 +T86b2e -TS7Dl0, (3.94) 
D\0 = T92A3e+T93A30-T94ble-T95b\0-T96b2e+T97b20, (3.95) 
D2e =T5\A3e +T52b\e +T53bl0 +T54Dle +T55D\0 +T56D20, (3.96) 
D2o =-T72A3e +T73A30+T74b\e +T75b\0 +T76D\e +T77D\0, (3.97) 
F\e = T\C\e +T2C\0 -T3C2e -T4C2a +T5Dle +T6Dl0 -T7D2e -TSD20, (3.98) 
F\0 =T\9C\e +T20Clo -T2lC2e -T22C20 
+ T23Dle+T24Dl0-T25D2e-T26D20, (3.99) 
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F2. =-T2>lA3„ + 738 CI + 739 CI „ +T40C2. +T4\C2„ 
+ T42Dle + T43D\0 +T44D2e +T45D20, 
F2n =-T51A3n +T58C1 +T59Cln+T60C2e +T6\C2C 
O O C (J tS C 
+ T62D\e +T63D\a +T64D2e +T65D20, 
(3.100) 
(3.101) 
where matrices 71 through 7146 are combinations of the matrices G\ through G48. The 
matrices G\ through G48 are given in Appendix B, and matrices 71 through 7146 are 
given in Appendix C. 
3.6 Far Zone Fields 
After finding the unknown expansion coefficients, the different antenna 
parameters such as the antenna gain, aperture conductance, and the aperture voltage can 
be calculated. Due to chiral media, there are two (co- and cross-) polarized waves 
everywhere. 
The asymptotic form for the forth kind of the radial Mathieu function is given by 
[145] 
R?l (c, cosh <f) = R?l (c, cosh £) - jR™ (c, cosh <f) 
1 
' TJC cosh E, cos 
n ccosh£ (Af+ 1/2) 
-ys in 





n ccosh£ (M + l/2) 
kp 
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where M = 2m for even orders, M - 2m + 1 for odd orders, p = f cosh £, and 
kp = kf cosh £ = c cosh £. (3.103) 
From (3.54) and (3.102), the far zone co-polarized electric field is 
ElO>,0 = ]i^-^ZjmF2.mS.m(c3,co8f), (3.104) 
where p and ^ denote the polar coordinates in the circular cylindrical coordinate system. 
For the far zone cross-polarized electric filed, the asymptotic expansion of 
derivative of modified Mathieu function is needed. Using the asymptotic expansion of the 
forth kind of the radial Mathieu function (Equation (3.102)), we have 
*»£(*, cosh £)
 dp 
< . ' ( c , c o s h 0 = -
£-*» V k p 
dp d% 
- 1 ^ 
/ smh£ 
rjre-JkPr . A jkjp + 
2jp 
• m+1 --jkp 
: ,— e - ^ - / s i nh<f . (3.105) 
£-*°° y p 
From (3.54) and (3.105) we have 
El(pJ) = - ^ ^ ^ e - ^ ^ r l F \ t J t m ( C i , c o s ^ , (3.106) 
V P K^n
 m 
where the scale factor h is given in Equation (3.6) as 
h - / y cosh2 £ - cos2 7 
= / c o s h £ 
56 
= /sinh£. (3.107) 
Substituting Equation (3.107) into (3.106), the far zone cross-polarized electric field can 
be written as 
V KlP m 




• y M i ' £3 "~i P 
^jmF2.mS.m{c3tcos4) (3.109) 
The average power density of S(p, (/>) over an imaginary cylindrical surface with radius 
p can be written 
Sav{p) = j^\2Js{p,<l>)d<P 
27Ty]jU3 I £2k3p ' 
F2e. N.m(c3). (3.110) 
Using Equation (3.108), the corresponding power equations for cross-polarized field, 
similar to (3.109) and (3.110) can be found. The antenna gain is given by 
GM = S(p,t)/Sm(p). (3.111) 
The radiated time-average power through an imaginary cylindrical surface with 
length L and radius p is given by [11] 
W = 2xpLSav{p) 
=\y\ G„L> 
where V denotes the aperture voltage, 
(3.112) 
V = \E- dl; (3.113) 
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and Ga denotes the aperture conductance per unit length, 
Ga=27rpSav{p)l\v\\ (3.114) 
Equations (3.112) - (3.114) are given in general forms. However, using Equations (3.48) 
and (3.113), the aperture voltage due to co-polarized aperture field can be calculated by 
V\C0 = \[yi^c)dVcdl. (3.115) 
Considering the aperture voltage per unit length, Equation (3.115) reduces to 
V l = tE"M)dr7c- (3.H6) 
ICO Jycl c 
Similarly, using Equation (3.47) and (3.113), the aperture voltage due to cross-polarized 
aperture field can be calculated by 
vLss = \CKMc)dncdi 
^rha-tj^EitoJdtj,, (3.117) 
where r is the average radius of the arc which is made by aperture on conducting cylinder 
surface, and (rjc2 -rjcl) is aperture width (in radian). Substituting Equations (3.116) and 
(3.117) into (3.114), the aperture conductance due to co- and cross-polarized aperture 
fields can be obtained, respectively. 
3.7 Formulation for the TE Case 
The same procedure of Section 3.3 can be used to express eigenfunction 
expansions for the TE case. However, the boundary conditions at & = £i for TE case will 
change as follows, 
K=H*> Vcx<1c<Va (3-118) 
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7 c i<7 c<7c2 (3-119) 
*7ci<7c<7c2 (3-12°) 
7 c i < 7 c < 7 c 2 (3-121) 
(3.122) 
(3.123) 
The boundary conditions at £ = & for TE case are similar to the boundary conditions for 
TM case which are given in Equations (3.65) - (3.68), except E (electric filed) should be 
changed to H (magnetic field), and vice versa. 
To find the unknown expansion coefficients for the TE case we have to substitute 
the corresponding expressions into (3.118) - (3.123) and into the equations which are 
similar to (3.66) - (3.69), and use the same method of Section 3.5. Therefore, for (3.118) 
- (3.123), after substituting the corresponding expressions, we multiply both sides of 
(3.118) - (3.121) by CS, (rje), and multiply both sides of (3.122) and (3.123) by 
o
 n 
Se (c,,TJC) . Then, integrating over the counters and using the orthogonality properties of 
Mathieu functions, the terms involving even functions decouple completely from those of 
odd functions, and vice versa. Finally we have 
m n 




Eu +El =E2 , 
Ex =E2 . 
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-fZe>„(^)(/>(c i)C2> +^;m(c i)D2>}=xei> nM> , 0.126) 
"•l m n 
m 
+
 Ee>„(^){/>(c i)C2>+^>(Ci)Z)2>}=X0>„W>, (3.127) 
m n 
H\Acx) 





—YM, (C,,C.){/; (c.)Cl. +< (c.)Dl, } 
COS, Ju0 I £\ -_, f , , 1 
iV^2 2 y M (c c ){/. (cL)C2e +Ke (c,)D2e , (3.128) 
„ « ' o « 
B\, = V 2 g2 Y M , (C„C . ){ / . (c.)Cl. +A". {cR)D\. } 
- V 2 *2 Y M , ( C , , ^ ) } / . (c,)C2. + £ . (c,)D2. }, (3.129) 
where 
fi1:™ = Ccs>('7«)cs:1.C |7c)^e. (3-130) 
The unknown expansion coefficients for the TE case can be found by solving the 
system of linear equations (3.124) - (3.129), and a system similar to (3.76) - (3.79). After 
solving the matrix forms, the expansion coefficients for the TE case are given as follows, 
B\e=Tleb\e, (3.131) 
o o o 
B2t = -T2eA\e + T3eb2e, (3.132) 
o o o o o 




+ T\l9B\e +T\20Blo -Tl2\b20, (3.135) 
b20 =T\2SA\e +T\29A\0 +T\30A3e+Tl3\A3o +Tl32B\e+T\33B\0, (3.136) 
C\e = T4tB\t +T5eC2e -T6eD\e + T7eD2e, (3.137) 
o o o o o o o o o 
C2e=-T\9B\e -T20B\o +T2\C20 
+ T22D\e +T23Dl0 +T24D2e +T25D20, (3.138) 
C20 = T38Ble+T39B\0 +T40D\e+T4\D\0 +T42D2e+T43D20, (3.139) 
D\e =-T%9A\e+T9QA3e + T9\A30 +T92Ble +T93B\0 -T94B2e +T95Dl0 , (3.140) 
Dlo=-Tl00Ale-T\0lA\o+Tl02A3e+T\03A3o 
+ T\04Ble+T\05B\o-T\06B2e-T\07B2o, (3.141) 
D2e =T5SA3e +T59B\e +T60Blo +T6\Dle +T62D\0 +T63D20, (3.142) 
D20 =-T79A3e + T%0A3o +T8\B\e +T82B\0 +TS3D\e +TS4D\0, (3.143) 
F\e =TSCle +T9C\0 -T\0C2e -T\\C20 
+ T\2D\e +T\3D\0-T\4D2e-T\5D20, (3.144) 
F\0 = T26C\e + 777 CI 0 -T28C2e -T29C20 
+ T30D\e +T3\D\0 -T32D2e -T33D20, (3.145) 
F2e=-T44A3e+T45Cle +T46Cl0 +T47 C2e+T4SC20 
+ T49Dle+T50D\o+T5lD2e +T52D20, (3.146) 
F20 = -T64 A30 + T65 C\e + T66 C\0 + T67 C2e + T68 C20 
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+ T69Dle+T70D\o+Tl\D2e+T72D2o, (3.147) 
where matrices 71 through 7158 are combinations of the matrices Gl through G48. The 
matrices Gl through G48 are given in Appendix D, and matrices 71 through 7158 are 
given in Appendix E. 
After finding the unknown expansion coefficients, the required quantities for the 
TE case can be calculated using similar method to that of Section 3.6. 
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4. Transmitting and Receiving Characteristics of 
Elliptic Slot Antennas 
In this chapter selected numerical results are presented and discussed for a variety 
of geometrical and material parameters. The numerical results of the antenna gain, 
aperture conductance, and aperture voltage are generated for both TM and TE cases, and 
for co- and cross-polarized waves. In each case, the infinite series is terminated to include 
only N terms of both the even and odd functions, where N, in general, is a suitable 
truncation number proportional to the structure's electrical size and shape. The infinite 
series of aperture fields is terminated to include only M terms of both the even and odd 
functions, where M is a suitable truncation number proportional to the structure's 
electrical size and aperture width. 
Accuracy of the characteristic values and convergence of the Fourier coefficients 
are very important for numerical values of the Mathieu functions. The designated 
software program for this purpose is able to control the accuracy of computations though 
several internal checks the computed functions. 
Details of the geometrical and material parameters, as well as, a symbol which is 
showing the situation of nonconfocal cylinders are given on the some figures of this 
chapter. The geometrical parameters and cylinders situations are based on the geometry 
which is analyzed and discussed in Chapter 3. For convenience, the details of each 
example can be compared to the general geometry which is shown in Figure 4.1. 
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4.1 Validation 
Although the designated software program is internally able to control the 
accuracy of computations, more validation of the theoretical formulations and accuracy 
of the software program, is investigated. 
4.1.1 Validation: Analytical Closed Form Solutions 
Use of the other available solutions is one of the ways for checking the overall 
accuracy of the formulated solution and its associated software. In this section, some 
numerical results in special cases are generated and compared to the results which are 
analytically generated by other researchers. 
As the first example, consider an electrically very small core cylinder with full 
slot (rjC2 - r\c\ = 360°) coated by a chiral media. The scattered field from this cylinder 
should be the same as the scattered filed from a pure chiral cylinder. Figure 4.2 shows the 
co- and cross-polarized scattering echo widths for a very small core cylinder coated by a 
nonconfocal chiral media. Inside the slotted cylinder is a dielectric with the same 
permeability and permittivity of the coated chiral media. The source is a TM polarized 
plane wave with incident angle (/>' = 180°. Other parameters are given on the figure. 
These results are in excellent agreement with the results given in [120] and [128] for 
scattering echo widths due to a circular chiral cylinder. 
Many other checks were also done by considering the fact that the scattered field 
from a conducting elliptic cylinder with very narrow slot (rjC2 - rjc\ ~ 0°) should be the 
same as the scattered filed from a conducting elliptic cylinder without slot. In all 
considered cases with different geometrical and material parameters for TM and TE 
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polarized waves, the calculated scattered fields from a narrow slotted cylinder coated by a 
confocal dielectric were completely agreement with the results given in [146] for the 
scattering echo widths due to a conducting elliptic cylinder coated by a confocal 
dielectric. 
Furthermore, as a second verification example, Figure 4.3 shows the scattering 
echo widths from a narrow slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal dielectric. 
The source is a TM polarized plane wave with incident angles <f>' = 0° and 90°. Other 
parameters are given on the figure. These results are very good agreement with the results 
given in [142] for scattering echo widths from a conducting elliptic cylinder coated by a 
nonconfocal dielectric. 
(#o^o) 
Line Source.-- •* 
Plane 
Wave 
Figure 4.1 - General Geometry of slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal 
material. 
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Figure 4.2 - Scattering by a chiral cylinder. The curves with 'O O O' are the results given 
in [120] and [128]. 
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Figure 4.3 - Scattering by a very narrow slotted elliptic cylinder coated by a nonconfocal 
dielectric. The curves with 'O O O' are the results given in [142]. 
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4.1.2 Validation: Simulation 
Simulation is the other way that can be used for verification of the validation. In 
this section, we consider a slotted conducting elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = 
A/3, axial ratio ac/bc = 2, and slot angle width 20° (rjc\ = -10° and r\a = 10°). This cylinder 
coated by a nonconfocal material with semi-major axis a = 1.4 ac and axial ratio alb = 
1.4. The distance between the center of core cylinder (origin of the local coordinate 
system) and the center of coated cylinder (origin of the global coordinate system), d = 
0.13 X. An electric line source is located inside the core cylinder at p = 0.13 X and <j>' = 0° 
(the center of coated cylinder). Figure 4.4 shows the simulated model of this geometry by 
HFSS (high frequency structure simulator) software. 
Figure 4.4 - The HFSS model of a slotted conducting elliptic cylinder coated by a 
nonconfocal material. 
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Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show the numerical results which are analytically generated 
and compared to the results which are simulated by HFSS. Inside the conducting 
cylinders are free space and other parameters are given on the figures. In analytical 
solution the length of cylinders and line source are assumed to be infinite long, while in 
HFSS they are limited (i.e., five times of X). The normalized radiation patterns from the 
slotted conducting elliptic cylinders coated by nonconfocal dielectric and isorefractive 
materials are shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. In both figures the analytical 
generated results are very good agreement with the simulated results. 
TMZ Co-Polarized 
a =W3, a/b =2 c c c 
a = 1.4 a , a/b = 1.4 
l*tl = 1 ' s< ri 
»V> = 1-Y 2 . , - ^ T 
\ 1 = - 1 0 ° . T , C 2 = 10» 
Nonconfocal 
a = 0°, d = 0.13 A,, p = 180° 
Simulation 
• Analytical 
Figure 4.5 - Normalized radiation patterns from a slotted conducting elliptic cylinder 
coated by a dielectric. 
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Figure 4.6 - Normalized radiation patterns from a slotted conducting elliptic cylinder 
coated by an isorefractive material. 
4.2 Effect of Geometrical and Material Parameters 
In this section, we consider the cases which are the main purpose of this thesis. 
The effects of geometrical and material parameters on antenna gain, aperture 
conductance, and aperture voltage are presented and discussed in the following numerical 
results. More details of geometrical and material parameters are given on the figures. 
4.2.1 Antenna Gain 
A useful quantity describing the performance of an antenna is the gain. Gain of an 
antenna is defined as the ratio of the radiation intensity in a given direction, to the 
intensity that would be produced by an ideal lossless antenna that radiates isotropically. 
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The effect of chirality on slot antenna gain is shown in Figures 4.7 and 4.8. For 
both geometries the nonconfocal coating cylinder is a chiral media with different 
chiralities. An electric line source is located at the center of each core cylinder and the 
excited wave is a TM polarized wave. Due to chiral media, there are two (co- and cross-) 
polarized waves everywhere which is an advantage for some applications. Figure 4.7 
shows the co-polarized antenna gain from the slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major 
axis ac = X, axial ratio ajbc= 2, and slot angle width 10° (tjc\ = -5° and r\ci = 5°), coated by 
a cylinder with semi-major axis a = 1.1 ac and axial ratio alb = 2. Figure 4.8 shows the 
cross-polarized antenna gain from the slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = 
A/3, axial ratio ajbc = 2, and slot angle width 14° (rjci = -7° and rjci = 7°), coated by a 
cylinder with semi-major axis a = 1.2 ac and axial ratio alb = 2. As shown in these 
figures, the main and side lobes of the co-polarized antenna gains and the main lobes of 
the cross-polarized antenna gains increase by increasing the chirality. Also, the co-
polarized antenna gains have small back lobes, while the cross-polarized gains have large 
back lobes. 
In nonconfocal coating, more material can be placed in front of the slot which is 
an advantage. Figures 4.9, 4.10, and 4.11 show the results for the geometries in which the 
coating thicknesses in front of slots are more than the coating thicknesses of the other 
parts of conducting cylinders. The coated materials are chiral media with different 
chiralities. Figures 4.9 and 4.10 show the co- and cross-polarized antenna gains for TE 
case while Figure 4.11 shows the co-polarized antenna gain for TM case. The results of 
Figure 4.9 are due to a slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac - XI2, axial ratio 
aclbc = 2, and slot angle width 10° {rjc\ - 85° and rja = 95°) coated by a noncofocal 
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cylinder with semi-major axis a = 0.75 A and axial ratio alb = 1.5. The core cylinder is 
located at d = A/4 and P = 270° with respect to the coating cylinder. A magnetic line 
source is located inside the core cylinder at p0 - A/8 and <f>' = x/2. Figure 4.10 shows the 
results for a slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio aclbc = 2, 
and slot angle width 10° (t]c\ = 85° and rja = 95°) coated by a noncofocal cylinder with 
semi-major axis a — A/2 and axial ratio alb = 2. The core cylinder is located at d - A/12 
and p = 270° with respect to the coating cylinder. A magnetic line source is located inside 
the core cylinder at pQ = A/12 and ^' = n/2. Figure 4.11 shows the results for a slotted 
elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio aclbc = 2, and slot angle width 
10° {rjc\ = -5° and tja = 5°) coated by a nonconfocal cylinder with semi-major axis a = 
A/2, and axial ratio alb = 2. The core cylinder is located at d = A/6 and P = 180° with 
respect to the coating cylinder. An electric line source is located at the center of core 
cylinder. As shown in Figures 4.9, 4.10 and 4.11 the antenna gains at desired angles (90°, 
90° and 0°, respectively) increase by increasing the chirality. Again, the side and back 
lobes of some results for cross-polarized antenna gains are large. 
The effects of different kinds of nonconfocal coated materials on the co-polarized 
antenna gains for TM and TE cases are shown in Figures 4.12 and 4.13, respectively. In 
both geometries, the slotted conducting cylinder has semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio 
aclbc= 2, and slot angle width 10° coated by different kinds of materials with semi-major 
axis a = A/2 and axial ratio alb = 2. Figure 4.12 shows the results for slotted conducting 
cylinder which is located at d = A/12 and /? = 180° with respect to the coating cylinder. An 
electric line source is located at the center of core cylinder. As shown in Figure 4.12 the 
conducting cylinder with chiral media coating has the most gain and with metamaterial 
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coating has the lowest gain (around 0°) for this geometry. However, the back lobe of the 
antenna gain due to chiral media coating is larger than the other ones. Figure 4.13 shows 
the results for slotted conducting cylinder which is located at d = A/12 and /? = 270° with 
respect to the coating cylinder. A magnetic line source is located inside the core cylinder 
at p0 = A/12 and 0' = nil. As shown in this figure the antenna gain due to chiral media 
coating is more than the antenna gains due to dielectric and isorefractive material coating 
(around 90°) for this geometry. Also, the back lobes of antenna gains due to these 
geometry and coating materials are large. 
Figure 4.14 shows the effect of coating thickness on co-polarized antenna gains 
due to chiral media coating with different chiralities. In this geometry the slotted elliptic 
cylinder has semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio ac/bc=3, and slot angle width 10° (rjc\ = 
85° and rjC2 = 95°). A magnetic line source is located inside the core cylinder at p0 = A/18 
and <f>' = nil, and the excited wave is a TE polarized wave. The coating axial ratio alb = 3 
and coating thicknesses are calculated from the semi-minor axis bc. As shown in this 
figure, the antenna gain increases by increasing the chirality. Also, it increases by 
increasing the coating thickness for chiral admittances y = 0.0010 and y = 0.0020. 
The effects of coating thicknesses on antenna gain due to coating materials 
dielectric, isorefractive, and chiral media are shown in Figures 4.15. In this geometry the 
slotted elliptic cylinder has semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio aclbc = 3, and slot angle 
width 20° {rjc\ = -10° and t]a = 10°). An electric line source is located at the center of core 
cylinder, and the excited wave is a TM polarized wave. The coating axial ratio alb = 3 
and coating thicknesses are calculated from the semi-major axis ac. As shown in this 
figure, by increasing the coating thickness, the gain due to isorefractive coating decreases 
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while the gains due to dielectric and chiral media coating increase for coating thickness 
more than 0.1 X. 
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Figure 4.7 - Effect of chirality on antenna gain in TMZ co-polarized. 
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Figure 4.8 - Effect of chirality on antenna gain in TMZ cross-polarized. 
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Figure 4.9 - Effect of chirality on antenna gain in TE2 co-polarized. 
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Figure 4.10 - Effect of chirality on antenna gain in TEZ cross-polarized. 
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Figure 4.12 - Effect of material parameters on antenna gain in TMZ co-polarized. 
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Figure 4.13 - Effect of material parameters on antenna gain in TEZ co-polarized. 
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Figure 4.15 - Effect of coating thickness on antenna gain in TMZ co-polarized. 
4.2.2 Aperture Conductance 
Aperture conductance is another interesting quantity for the slot antennas. The 
effects of coating thickness and material parameters on aperture conductance are shown 
and discussed in the following examples. In each example an electric line source (located 
at the center of core cylinder) is considered and the excited wave is a TM polarized wave. 
Figures 4.16 and 4.17 show the effect of coating thickness on aperture 
conductance due to chiral media coating with different chiralities. Figure 4.16 shows the 
results for slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = A/3, axial ratio ac/bc= 2, and 
slot angle width 10° (rjc\ = -5° and tjc2 = 5°). The coating axial ratio alb = 2 and coating 
thicknesses are calculated from the semi-major axis ac. As shown in Figure 4.16, the 
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aperture conductance increases by increasing the chirality for coating thickness more than 
0.11 X. Figure 4.17 shows the results for slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = 
XI A, axial ratio aclbc - 2, and slot angle width 10° (t]c\ = 85° and r\ci = 95°). The coating 
axial ratio alb = 2 and coating thicknesses are calculated from the semi-minor axis bc. In 
this figure (except for coating thicknesses more than 0.11 X and less than 0.14 X), the 
aperture conductance increases by increasing the chirality. 
»c = * A ac /bc = 2- a / b = 2 ' ^d^ 5 0 - %2=5° 
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Figure 4.16 - Effect of coating thickness on aperture conductance. 
The effects of coating thickness on aperture conductance due to different coating 
materials are shown in Figures 4.18 and 4.19. In these geometries the slotted cylinder has 
semi-major axis ac = X/3, axial ratio aclbc=2, and slot angle width 10° (t]c\ = -5° and rjc2 = 
5°). The coating axial ratio alb = 2 and coating thicknesses are calculated from the semi-
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major axis ac. Figure 4.18 shows the results for coating materials dielectric, isorefractive, 
and chiral media, while Figure 4.19 shows the results for coating materials dielectric, 
metamaterials, and chiral media. As shown in these figures the aperture conductance due 
to chiral media coating is more than the aperture conductance due to other coating 
materials for these specific geometries and material parameters. Also, among coating 
materials dielectric, isorefractive and metamaterial, in general, the aperture conductance 
due to metamaterial coating is more than the aperture conductance due to dielectric 
coating, while the aperture conductance due to isorefractive coating is less than the 
aperture conductance due to dielectric coating. 
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Figure 4.17 - Effect of coating thickness on aperture conductance. 
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Figure 4.19 - Effect of coating thickness on aperture conductance. 
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4.2.3 Aperture Voltage 
In this section the elliptic slot antenna is considered as the receiving antenna. The 
aperture voltage is one of the interesting quantities of slot antenna in receiving mode. In 
each of the following examples a TM polarized plane wave (located in region 3) is 
considered as the source. The aperture voltages are calculated for a 180-degree 
symmetric of geometry and incident angles. It is obvious that the maximum value of the 
aperture voltages is due to the incident angle which is central angle of the slot. 
The effect of chirality on aperture voltage is shown in Figures 4.20 - 4.23. For all 
these geometries the nonconfocal coating cylinder is a chiral media with different 
chiralities. As shown in these figures, the aperture voltages increase by increasing the 
chirality. Figure 4.20 shows the aperture voltages of the slotted elliptic cylinder with 
semi-major axis ac- XI2>, axial ratio aclbc=2, and slot angle width 10° (rjc\ = -5° and r\ci = 
5°), coated by a cylinder with semi-major axis a = A/2 and axial ratio alb = 2. Figures 4.21 
and 4.22 show the results for the geometries in which the coating thicknesses in front of 
slots are more than the coating thicknesses of the other parts of conducting cylinders. The 
results of Figure 4.21 are due to the slotted elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac- XI A, 
axial ratio aclbc= 2, and slot angle width 10° (rjc\ = -5° and r\ci = 5°), coated by a cylinder 
with semi-major axis a = XI3 and axial ratio alb = 2. The core cylinder is located at d = 
A/12 and /? = 180° with respect to the coating cylinder. Figure 4.22 shows the aperture 
voltages due to the geometry same as geometry of previous example, except r\c\ = 85°, r\ci 
= 95°, alb = 1.5, and the core cylinder is located at d = A/24 and /? = 270° with respect to 
the coating cylinder. As shown in these figures, the minimum values of the aperture 
voltages for the results of Figure 4.20 and 4.21 are due to the incident angles which are 
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generally the opposite direction of the central angle of slot, while that is not correct for 
Figure 4.22 because of the slot location. 
It is interesting to consider a conducting cylinder coated by a uniform thickness 
elliptic shell. This geometry is important in many applications, because it is easy to 
manufacture. Figures 4.23 - 4.27 show the results due to the geometries in which the 
coated cylinder has a uniform thickness. Each of these geometries consist of a slotted 
elliptic cylinder with semi-major axis ac = A/4, axial ratio aclbc = 3/2, and slot angle width 
10° (fjc\ = -5° and rjC2 = 5°), coated by a cylinder with semi-major axis a = A/3 and axial 
ratio alb = 4/3. Figure 4.23 shows the aperture voltages of the slotted elliptic cylinder 
coated by a nonconfocal chiral media with different chiralities. As shown in this figure, 
the aperture voltages increase by increasing the chirality. 
Figure 4.24 shows the comparison of the aperture voltages due to different 
coating materials. As shown in this figure, the aperture voltage due to chiral media 
coating is more than the aperture voltages due to non-coating or other coating materials 
(i.e., dielectric, metamaterial, or isorefractive). Also, for the incident angles around 0°, 
the aperture voltages due to coating materials are more than the aperture voltage due to 
non-coating. That means the coating materials can increase the aperture voltage. 
However, this effect depends on the coating materials. Figure 4.25 shows the comparison 
of the aperture voltages due to different materials (i.e., dielectric or metamaterial) which 
are loaded into conducting cylinder (in region 1) while the coated material is chiral 
media. As shown in this figure, the most and the least values of the aperture voltage are 
due to metamaterial loading and non-loading material (free space), respectively. That 
means the loading material can increase the aperture voltage, as well. 
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Since most of coating and loading materials are dielectrics, the following 
examples are comparison of the coating and loading dielectrics with different dielectric 
constants. Figure 4.26 shows the comparison of the aperture voltages due to dielectric 
coating with different dielectric constants. As shown in this figure, the aperture voltages 
increase by increasing the dielectric constant. Figure 4.27 shows the comparison of the 
aperture voltages due to dielectric loaded into conducting cylinder (in region 1) with 
different dielectric constants while the coated material is chiral media. As shown in this 
figure, the aperture voltages increase by increasing the dielectric constant for dielectric 
constant up to 3.0. However, they decrease by increasing the dielectric constant for 
dielectric constant more than 3.0. 
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Figure 4.20 - Effect of chirality on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.22 - Effect of chirality on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.23 - Effect of chirality on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.24 - Effect of material parameters on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.25 - Effect of material parameters on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.26 - Effect of material parameters on aperture voltage. 
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Figure 4.27 - Effect of material parameters on aperture voltage. 
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5. Fabrication and Testing of 
Elliptic Slot Antenna 
The analytical solution for the characteristics of elliptic slot antenna coated by 
different kinds of nonconfocal materials, and the selected numerical results of this 
antenna are given in Chapters 3 and 4, respectively. In this chapter, first, some 
experimental works from feeding point of view are reviewed. Then, design, fabrication 
and testing of non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot antennas are presented and 
discussed. 
5.1 Feeding of Cylindrical Slot Antenna 
There are many kinds of slot antennas. However, in here, only the cylindrical (i.e., 
rectangular, circular, and elliptic cylinders) slot antennas are considered. From feeding 
point of view, the cylindrical slot antennas can be divided in three categories for design 
and fabrication. In this section, some of them in each category are reviewed. 
In the first category, the cylindrical slot antennas are fed by connecting to an open 
end waveguide in which electromagnetic waves flow. For examples, a slotted circular 
cylinder antenna with 3.5 inches diameter and 22 inches length, surrounded by a thin 
plasma sheath, and fed by X-band waveguide is made and experimented by Smith and 
Golden [1]. Six separate single-slot antennas with slot dimensions of 0.9 inches by 0.4 
inches are constructed by Tetenbaum [147]. They fed by a constant-length section of X-
band waveguide whose open end was shaped to conform to the curvature of the 
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terminating copper circular cylinder. The cylinders had 8 inches axial length with various 
diameters. As a final example for this category, a millimeter wave slotted rectangular 
waveguide antenna is fabricated and tested by Wasim and her group [148] in 2007 as 
shown in Figure 5.1. 
In the second category, the slots (i.e., slotted conducting sheets) are center-fed by 
a balanced transmission line directly connected across the slot, with one side connecting 
to each edge of the slot. Kraus [149] bends a slotted sheet into a U-shape, with the bend 
parallel to the long dimension of the slot, then, joined the ends of the U-shape to form a 
slotted cylinder. The result is a slotted circular cylinder antenna as shown in Figure 5.2. 
1J> 
warns 
Figure 5.1 - Slotted rectangular waveguide antenna [148]. 
Slotted sheet Curved sheet 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 5.2 - Evolution of slotted cylinder from slotted sheet [149]. 
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In the third category, the cylindrical slot antennas are fed by a coaxial line. The 
open-ended inner conductor of a coaxial line is located inside the cylinder as a monopole, 
and the outer conductor is connected to the cylinder. A circumferential wide slot cut on a 
thin circular cylinder is designed and experimented by Hirokawa and his group [150]. In 
this design, the open-ended inner conductor of coaxial line is located at the center of the 
slot to get the symmetrical radiation pattern in the horizontal plane. As a second example 
for this category, an X-band slot array antenna with 10 circumference slots is fabricated 
by Shin and Eom [151] in 2005. The fabricated antenna consists of a coaxially fed 
monopole, slotted circular cylinder, and SMA termination as shown in Figure 5.3. The 
coaxially fed monopole, which has a protruding inner conductor of 6 millimeters length, 
radiates the TM mode into the slotted circular cylinder. The SMA termination used in the 
measurements has SWR below 1.1 at X-band. 
32.1cm 
16,2cm. 
X'j'wBiiiii'.lif ' H ' f \H 
• ; v'^-_.-~"-- SlOt 
?^ 'W-«^T?SQ(5P» • 
SMA 
termination 
^Coaxially fed monopole 
Figure 5.3 - Photograph of a circular slot antenna [151]. 
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5.2 Analytical and Experimental Solutions 
In the analytical solutions of Chapters 3, it is assumed that the line source and 
cylinders have infinite length (i.e., in z direction), and they are uniform along this 
direction. Thus, their analysis is a two-dimensional analysis (no z variations). For a line 
(i.e., a wire) with infinite length and a current directed along it, the radiated wave is a 
cylindrical wave [140]. In addition, for analytical solution of the problems with such 
geometries the feeding lines (or ports) are not directly involved. 
In practice, we deal with the limited dimensions of geometries. Thus, the infinite 
length can be reduced to a few times of X (same as Figure 4.4), so that, the obtained 
results due to this length are very good agreement with the results due to infinite length 
(Figures 4.5 and 4.6). Another problem for such experimental works is feeding lines. To 
have a cylindrical wave, a sufficient long line with a current directed along it, is needed. 
To do that, we have to use a conductor, i.e., a single straight wire, and connect two ends 
of this wire to a power supply by two other single lines, so that, only the straight wire (as 
a load) can radiate while two other lines are isolated (no effect on radiation). Using this 
line source and a slotted conducting cylinder, we can fabricate a sample of slotted 
antennas which are analyzed and discussed in Chapter 3 and 4. However, because of 
isolation parts, its fabrication and measurement are not easy. 
Therefore, for experimental work we have to use one of categories which are 
discussed in Section 5.1. The third category is more compatible to our analytical 
solutions. According to this category, the cylindrical slot antenna is fed by a coaxial line, 
so that, its open-ended inner conductor is located inside the cylinder as a monopole, and 
the outer one is connected to the cylinder as a ground. This geometry is very different 
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with the geometries which are considered for analytical solutions in Chapters 3 and 4. 
Consequently, it is clear that the experimental results can not be comparable with the 
analytical results. 
5.3 Simulation and Design 
Before prototype construction, simulation can be used to find an accurate design 
and reduce the costs of fabrication. The Ansoft's high frequency structure simulator 
(HFSS) is an effective tool for modeling electromagnetic structures. HFSS employs the 
finite element method (FEM) which is a very powerful tool for solving complex 
engineering problems. The basic approach of this method is to divide a complex structure 
into smaller sections of finite dimensions known as elements. These elements are 
connected to each other via joints called nodes. Each unique element is then solved 
independently of the others thereby drastically reducing the solution complexity. The 
final solution is then computed by reconnecting all the elements and combining their 
solutions. 
Using HFSS, Figure 5.4 shows the simulated geometry of an elliptic slot antenna 
according to the third category of slot antenna discussed in Section 5.1. In this 
simulation, two perfect electric conductor sheets are used for top and bottom of the 
cylinder. The open-ended inner conductor of a coaxial line is located inside the cylinder 
as a monopole, and the outer conductor is connected to the sheet. To have a matched load 
or a very low reflection power, many designs (same as Figure 5.4) are simulated by 
changing the length of cylinder, the major and minor axes, the slot width and its location, 
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and the length of monopole and its location. However, a good solution is not found for 
the limited dimensions of this geometry. 
In theory, there is a solution for an infinite electric line source which is parallel 
placed at distance d an infinite flat electric conductor [140]. We use this theory to 
simulate geometry with a limited length of line source parallel to the limited dimensions 
of a perfect electric conductor (a flat plate) as shown in Figure 5.5. It is found that there is 
a good solution for this geometry. Now, we can bend the plate to have an elliptic cylinder 
as shown in Figure 5.6. By doing that, some questions can be asked. Is there any effect on 
the results? If so, why we have to make the elliptic cylinder? Why not the circular one as 
shown in Figure 5.7? 
To answer to these questions, the mentioned geometries (Figures 5.5 - 5.7) are 
simulated at 10 GHz and their results are compared to each other. For these geometries 
the same dimensions of plate, monopole, and coaxial line are considered. The elliptic and 
circular cylinders (Figures 5.6 and 5.7) have same slot widths. After many simulations, 
the sizes and parameters are chosen so that, to have good results for elliptic cylinder slot 
antenna (Figure 5.6). Figures 5.8 and 5.9 show the simulation results of SI 1 and radiation 
pattern for these three geometries (Figures 5.5 - 5.7). The results show that, with these 
parameters (i.e., dimensions of plate) we can not have a circular cylinder slot antenna, or 
a good monopole antenna with flat ground plane. However, these parameters may be 
appropriate for an elliptic cylinder slot antenna. 
Therefore, these parameters can be used to design a non-coated elliptic slot 
antenna at 10 GHz. Two conductors (cylinders) are considered to simulate a coaxial line. 
The characteristic impedance of the coaxial line is defined [152] as 
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Figure 5.4 - Geometry of an elliptic cylinder slot antenna with perfect electric conductor 
sheets at top and bottom of cylinder. 
Figure 5.5 - Geometry of an electric line source parallel with a flat electric conductor. 
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Figure 5.6 - Geometry of an elliptic cylinder slot antenna. 
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Figure 5.8 - Comparison of SI 1 for three different geometries. 
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where pL and e are permeability and permittivity for dielectric of coaxial cable, d is the 
outer diameter of inner conductor, and D is the inner diameter of outer conductor. For a 
50-Q standard coaxial line with free space between two conductors, we have 
p . 50x2 TT 
— = e 1 ^ = 2 . 3 0 (5.2) 
d 
Using a wave port and relation (5.2), a coaxial fed line can be simulated, so that, the inner 
conductor connected to the monopole and the outer one connected to the cylinder. The 
coaxial line is located at distance 10 mm from the bottom of cylinder. The monopole is 
placed on minor axis parallel to the cylinder at distance 2 mm of its inner surface. The 
feed point and monopole locations are optimized after many simulations to find the 
minimum reflection power (or SI 1). More details of this design are given in Table 5.1. 
Table 5.1 - Design parameters for a non-coated elliptic slot antenna at 10 GHz. 
Wavelength 
Length of Monopole 
Diameter of Monopole 
Thickness of Plate for Cylinder 
Length of Cylinder 
Outer Major Axis 





















The results of a non-coated elliptic slot antenna are shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. 
The effect of coating material on radiation pattern is another subject that we are interested 
to simulate it. Figure 5.10 shows the simulated geometry of an elliptic slot antenna coated 
by a nonconfocal material. That is nonconfocal because the thickness of material around 
the cylinder is uniform. The effect of coating material on radiation pattern for different 
coating thicknesses is shown in Figure 5.11. The material is a dielectric with dielectric 
constant, er = 2.20. As shown in this figure, by increasing the coating thickness, the 
radiation patterns become more directed to a desire angle (at 90°) and their back lobes 
decrease. 
In practice, fabrication of geometry like the one shown in Figure 5.10 coated with 
a thick dielectric may not be easy. Instead, the nonconfocal coating material can cover 
only part of cylinder, i.e., front of slot. Figure 5.12 shows the geometry in which the 
coated dielectric covers slot and extends almost A/4 both sides of slot. The effect of 
partial coated dielectric on radiation pattern for different coating thickness is shown in 
Figure 5.13. By comparison between this figure and Figure 5.11, it can be concluded that 
the radiation patterns due to partial coating become much more directed to desire angle. 
However, the back lobes due to partial coating are more than the back lobes due to full 
coating for coating thicknesses 0.787 mm and 1.575 mm. 
Therefore, based on simulations and results discussed in this section, the 
geometry shown in Figure 5.6 is an appropriate geometry for a non-coated elliptic slot 
antenna at 10 GHz. Its design parameters are given in Table 5.1. To investigate the effect 
of material properties on radiation pattern and simplify the fabrication, a partial coating 
by dielectric may be used as shown in Figure 5.12. 
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Figure 5.10 - Geometry of an elliptic cylinder slot antenna coated by a nonconfocal 
dielectric. 
— 0 000 mm 
•••• 0.787 mm 
— 1.575 mm 
— 3.175 mm 
180 
Figure 5.11 - Radiation patterns of an elliptic slot antenna coated by different thicknesses 
of a nonconfocal dielectric. 
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Figure 5.12 - Geometry of an elliptic cylinder slot antenna partial coated by dielectric. 
0
 0 0.000 mm 
180 
Figure 5.13 - Radiation patterns of an elliptic slot antenna partial coated by different 
thicknesses of a nonconfocal dielectric. 
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5.4 Fabrication and Measurement 
As discussed in Section 5.1, a waveguide or cylindrical slot antenna can have 
rectangular, circular, or elliptic cylinder shape. Different materials can be used for 
fabrication of these antennas (Figure 5.14). A rectangular cylinder slot antenna can be 
made by a rectangular aluminium waveguide. Also, different circular cylinder slot 
antennas can be produced using different sizes of copper pipes. However, finding a metal 
with elliptic cylinder shape is not easy due to lack of machine shop. Therefore, we have 
to use the copper sheet for fabrication of elliptic cylinder slot antenna. 
/I 
Figure 5.14 - The materials which may be used to make rectangular, circular, and elliptic 
cylinder slot antenna. 
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After many simulations which are discussed in Section 5.3, the design parameters 
for a non-coated elliptic slot antenna at 10 GHz are found and given in Table 5.1. We use 
these parameters and some simple tools (Figure 5.15) to fabricate this antenna. The 
thickness of copper sheet is chosen so that, It must be soft enough and flexible to make an 
elliptic cylinder, and it must be enough hard to keep its shape. Thus, the copper sheet 
with thickness 0.25 mm is used for this purpose. The ellipse formula and MatLab 
program are used to draw and print an ellipse on a paper sheet with the exact design size. 
Using a piece of hard metal, an elliptic ring is made so that, the inner diameter of ring 
equals to outer diameter of ellipse which is drawn on the paper sheet. 
Considering the design sizes, a rectangular piece of copper sheet is cut. A hole is 
made in this rectangular piece which is located at the width center and 10 mm to the 
length end. Then, the rectangular sheet is bended to make a slotted elliptic cylinder. This 
is done step by step and its shape controlled by passing from the elliptic ring, so that, the 
outer surface of cylinder be exactly tangent to inner surface of ring (Figure 5.15). 
Figure 5.15 - Photographs to show how the slotted elliptic cylinder is made. 
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The next step is installation of monopole and connector. A 90-degrees connector 
is used and its inner conductor connected to the monopole and outer one connected to the 
cylinder. The connector is placed at the same hole location, so that, its inner conductor 
passed from the hole. The monopole is installed on minor axis and parallel of cylinder at 
distance of 2 mm from inner surface of cylinder and 10 mm from the bottom of cylinder. 
The feed point and monopole locations are optimized using many simulations. Figure 
5.16 shows photographs of the fabricated non-coated elliptic slot antenna. After 
fabrication of slot antenna some measurements are done and compared to the simulation 
results. 
Figure 5.17 shows the simulation and measurement results for Sll of the non-
coated elliptic slot antenna. As shown in this figure the minimum value of simulation 
result is almost -32.9 dB at frequency 9.64 GHz, while the minimum value of 
measurement result is almost -18.6 dB at frequency 9.59 GHz. However, both results 
have almost same -10 dB bandwidth. 
For measurement of radiation pattern, the non-coated elliptic slot antenna is 
installed in anechoic chamber (Figure 5.18). The provided systems (i.e., synthesized 
oscillator, horn transmitter antenna, spectrum analyzer, and positioner) in this room are 
used to measure the radiation pattern, and transfer data into a text file by a computer and 
a specific software. Using this data and a MatLab program, the radiation pattern can be 
plot. Figure 5.19 shows the simulation and measurement radiation patterns of the non-
coated elliptic slot antenna. The main lobe of measurement result is in very good 
agreement with the main lobe of simulation result. However, there are some 
disagreements for side lobes and back lobe. 
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Figure 5.18 - Photograph of non-coated elliptic slot antenna under measurement. 
Simulation 
Measurement 
Figure 5.19 - Radiation patterns of non-coated elliptic slot antenna. 
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The effect of coating material on radiation pattern is measured using partial 
coating geometry (same as Figure 5.12) where Rogers' standard RT/duroid 5880 high 
frequency laminate is used. That is a double-side copper clad laminate with thickness 
1.575 mm and dielectric constant, er = 2.20. A piece of this laminate is installed on 
elliptic slot antenna by tape, after removing the copper from both sides. Figure 5.20 
shows the photograph of fabricated elliptic slot antenna partial coated by this dielectric. 
The coated dielectric covered slot and extended almost XIA both sides of slot. 
Figure 5.21 shows the simulation and measurement results for Sll of the partial 
coated elliptic slot antenna. As shown in this figure the minimum value of simulation 
result is almost -24.4 dB at frequency 9.51 GHz, while the minimum value of 
measurement result is almost -14.9 dB at frequency 9.56 GHz. We can see the effect of 
coating material on SI 1 by comparison of the simulations and measurements results due 
to non-coated and partial coated elliptic slot antenna as shown in Figures 5.17 and 5.21. It 
is observable that the minimum values of the results due to coated elliptic slot antenna 
occur at lower frequencies. This shift for simulation result is more than the shift for 
measurement result. 
The partial coated elliptic slot antenna is installed in anechoic chamber to measure 
the radiation pattern (Figure 5.22). Figure 5.23 shows the corresponding simulation and 
measurement radiation patterns. Again, the main lobe of measurement result is in very 
good agreement with the main lobe of simulation result, and there are some 
disagreements for side lobes and back lobe. By comparison of the results in Figures 5.19 
and 5.23, it is observable that the radiation patterns due to partial coating become more 
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directed to desire angle. The simulations results show that the coated dielectric more 
affects on side lobes, while the measurements results show it more affects on back lobe. 
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Figure 5.23 - Radiation patterns of partial coated elliptic slot antenna. 
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As shown in this section, there are some disagreements between the simulations 
and measurements results. One reason for these disagreements is the shape of elliptic 
cylinder. The elliptic cylinder is hand made using copper sheet and some simple tools 
trying to make an exact shape. However, it is not made as a perfect elliptic cylinder. A 
second reason is the installation of monopole. The location of monopole inside the 
cylinder is very important. By many simulations it is found that the results are very 
sensitive to the location of monopole. Also, it must be exactly parallel to the cylinder. 
The monopole is installed by a 90-degree connector. Since the surface of cylinder is not 
flat, installation of connector was not an easy task. Therefore, the location and orientation 
of monopole were not easily controllable. The third reason which may applicable for 
dielectric-coated antenna is the installation of coating material. The coating dielectric is 
installed by a tape which may result in a small gap between the cylinder and dielectric. 
There are some other reasons that may affect measured results while in 
simulation, perfect conditions are considered. For example, for feeding the antenna a 
coaxial line is simulated while in fabrication a 90-degree connector is used. 
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6. Conclusions and Future Works 
6.1 Conclusions 
The characteristics of a slot antenna on a perfectly conducting elliptic cylinder 
coated by different kinds of materials have been investigated. To realistically model some 
practical geometries and environmental conditions, as well as, to increase the number of 
design degrees of freedom, the geometry with nonconfocal coating is considered. The 
chiral media is considered for the coating region in order to develop a general solution 
that is applicable to different coating types. Two elliptic cylindrical coordinate systems 
(local and global) are considered. The analysis is carried out by expressing the fields in 
and around the cylinder in terms of Mathieu and modified Mathieu functions using the 
separation of variables and exact boundary value technique. The expansion coefficients 
are found by applying the boundary conditions and employing the addition theorem and 
orthogonality properties of the Mathieu functions. 
The analytical technique is used for exact formulation, generating accurate 
numerical results, and studying the effects of different geometries and materials 
parameters. Prototypes of non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot antennas are 
designed and fabricated. The measurement results for non-coated and dielectric-coated 
elliptic slot antennas are compared to the results which are simulated using the 
commercial software Ansoft's HFSS. 
In Chapter 2, background of slot antennas and some materials (i.e., dielectric, 
isorefractive, metamaterials, and chiral media) and details of the electromagnetic 
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behaviors and applications of these materials are reviewed. Also, idea technique to 
produce an artificial material in general form with soft and flexible host media is 
presented. 
In Chapter 3, wave equations and eigenfunction expansions are expressed for 
different regions of the slotted elliptic cylinder loaded and coated with nonconfocal chiral 
media. The unknown expansion coefficients and other required quantities are determined 
after applying the boundary conditions and transformation of the field components 
(inside the coating area) in terms of the global coordinate system. 
In Chapter 4, the accuracy and validation of formulations and associated software 
program are verified in two ways. Some generated numerical results for special cases are 
compared to the generated numerical results by other researchers, and some other ones 
are compared to the simulated results by HFSS. The analytical results for antenna gain 
and aperture conductance (in transmitting mode), and for aperture voltage (in receiving 
mode) are also presented and discussed. 
Details of the simulation, design, fabrication, and measurement of the elliptic slot 
antenna are given in Chapter 5. The non-coated and dielectric-coated elliptic slot 
antennas are fabricated and the measured and simulated results are compared and 
discussed. 
The formulation for slot antennas mounted on elliptic cylinder geometry coated 
by different kinds of nonconfocal materials offers a general solution with many 
parameters to control the radiated power and other characteristics of the antenna. This 
solution can be used for many applications which need circular or elliptic cylinder 
geometry with many design parameters, i.e. geometry size, materials parameters, location 
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and orientation of core and coated cylinders. Based on the properties of materials and 
geometries used in this work and the analytical and experimental results, the following 
conclusions are summarized: 
• Antenna Gain and Coating Materials: The generated numerical results due to 
the elliptic cylinder coated by chiral media show that the antenna gain increases 
by increasing the chirality. For the considered cases, this behaviour is 
demonstrated for both TM and TE cases, and for co- and cross-polarized waves. 
In addition, the generated numerical results corresponding different kinds of 
coating materials (i.e., dielectric, isorefractive, metamaterial, and chiral media) 
show that the antenna gain due to chiral media coating is more than the gains due 
to other coating materials for both TM and TE cases. 
• Antenna Gain and Coating Thickness: The generated numerical results show 
that the antenna gain due to chiral media coating increases by increasing the 
chirality and by increasing the coating thickness. Also, by increasing the coating 
thickness, the gains due to dielectric coating increases while the gain due to 
isorefractive coating decreases. 
• Aperture Conductance and Coating Thickness: The results show that, in 
general, the aperture conductance due to chiral media coating increases by 
increasing the chirality. Also, the aperture conductance due to chiral media 
coating is more than the aperture conductance due to other coating materials. 
• Aperture Voltage and Incident Angles: As maybe expected, the generated 
numerical results show that the maximum value of aperture voltage is when the 
incident wave angle is directed towards the centre of the slot. Also, the aperture 
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voltage decreases when the incident angle gets far away from the centre of the slot 
in either direction. 
• Aperture Voltage and Coating Materials: The results due to the elliptic 
cylinder coated by chiral media show that the aperture voltage increases by 
increasing the chirality. Also, the generated numerical results of the aperture 
voltages due to different coating materials show that the aperture voltage due to 
chiral media coating is more than the aperture voltages due to non-coating or 
other coating materials. The results also show that the aperture voltage due to 
dielectric coating increases by increasing the dielectric constant. 
• Aperture Voltage and Loading Materials: The generated numerical results 
show that (while the coated material is a chiral media) the most and the least 
values of the aperture voltage are due to metamaterial loading and non-loading 
material (free space), respectively. 
• Measured and Simulated Results: It is observable that the minimum values of 
S11 for the measured and simulated results due to dielectric-coated elliptic slot 
antenna occur at lower frequencies than the expected value. This shift for 
simulated results is more than the shift for measured results. Also, the radiation 
patterns due to dielectric-coated elliptic slot antenna are more directed to desire 
angle. The simulated results show that the coated dielectric has more affects on 
side lobes, while the measured results show it affects more the back lobe. 
• Comparison of the Measured and Simulated Results: Comparison of the 
measured and simulated results shows some disagreements between these results. 
Some reasons for these disagreements can be summarized as follow. The first 
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reason is the shape of elliptic cylinder which is handmade and not made as a 
perfect elliptic cylinder. The second reason is the installation of monopole. From 
the simulations it is found that the results are very sensitive to the location of 
monopole. Also, it must be exactly parallel to the cylinder. Since the surface of 
cylinder is not flat, installation of a connector was not easy. Therefore, the 
location and orientation of monopole may not exactly correct. The third reason 
which may applicable for dielectric-coated antenna is the installation of coating 
material. The coating dielectric is installed by a tape which may results in a small 
gap between the cylinder and dielectric. 
• Slot Location and Back Lobe: From the generated numerical results it is 
observed that in general, elliptic slot antennas with slot located on the minor axis 
(centered at 90°) have larger back lobe compared to antennas with slot located on 
the major axis (centered at 0°). However, to simplify the fabrication, the 
fabricated antenna is an elliptic slot antenna with the slot located on the minor 
axis. Therefore, the measured and simulated results show a large back lobe. 
6.2 Contributions 
The main research contributions of these theoretical and experimental works are 
given as follows, 
• Slot antenna on elliptic cylinder geometry, with unknown aperture fields, coated 
by materials is proposed for the first time in studying of the coupling properties of 
slotted elliptic cylinder coated by dielectric/metamaterials [16]. The effect of 
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loaded and coated materials (i.e., dielectric and metamaterials) on the electric 
fields is investigated using line and plane wave sources. 
• A general solution for the problem of slotted conducting elliptic cylinder coated 
by chiral media is given and the effects of geometrical and material parameters on 
antenna gain for different kinds of confocal [153] and nonconfocal [154] coating 
materials are studied. The problem formulation for chiral medium is more 
complicated but can be used for other materials as well. 
• The general formulation has also been extended and applied to scattering 
problems involving parallel elliptic cylinders where the addition theorem for 
Mathieu function is used. The exact solutions to the multiple scattering by M 
parallel two-layer elliptic cylinders are developed and presented in [75] and [77]. 
The effect of different geometrical and materials parameters on the monostatic 
and bistatic echo widths (radar cross sections) are investigated and discussed. 
• The general solution for the slotted elliptic cylinder loaded and coated with 
nonconfocal materials is applied to studying the characteristics of slot antennas in 
the receiving mode using different geometrical and materials parameters. The 
aperture field distribution on the slot is obtained as part of the general solution 
[16], [153], [154]. For the proposed geometry and to the best of our knowledge, 
other works in open literature assume the aperture field without taken into account 
the coupling between the interior and exterior fields of the slot antenna. 
• Design, fabrication and testing of two prototypes: non-coated and dielectric-
coated elliptic slot antennas. The simulated and measured results are reasonably in 
good agreement. This contribution is in the process of submission for publication. 
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• Furthermore, efficient algorithms for calculating the elliptic cylinder wave 
functions are developed using the software package MATLAB. The algorithm 
developed here for calculating the Mathieu functions is compact, fast, and 
efficient, and compared well with other results in the literature. 
6.3 Future Works 
To extend the work reported in this thesis, future works can be divided into two 
categories. The first category is investigating a new geometry of slot antenna coated by 
different kinds of materials and the second category is to study implementation 
techniques of artificial materials. 
Investigating the characteristics of an antenna with N axial slots on a perfectly 
conducting elliptic cylinder loaded and coated with different kinds of materials, is an 
interesting topic for cylindrical slot antennas that may be used as base station antennas. 
The locations of the slots can be varied in a general solution to control both the direction 
and strength of the radiated field. The solution can be considered for confocal or 
nonconfocal coatings. 
According to the technique presented in Chapter 2, a study to make artificial 
materials in a soft and flexible host media is another interesting subject. Producing 
artificial materials in a general form by embedding a three-dimensional array of objects 
in a soft host media (i.e. soft plastic) may need an advanced fabrication technology. 
However, it could be made easier using layers of foam and embedding arrays of objects 
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Appendix A 
Addition Theorem for Mathieu Functions 
Consider two nonconfocal elliptic cylindrical coordinate systems (£?, r\q, z) and 
(£., rjr, z). The following relations can be written for these systems; 
R\sl{cq^q)Sem{cq,rlq) = fjWE^R^{cr^r)Sel{cr,rlr) 
1=0 
+ ZWO^mrR(:i)(cr,{r)Sol(cr,rJr), (AA) 
/=i 
where the functions R and S are the radial Mathieu function and the angular Mathieu 
function, respectively, 
l-m 
WEV: =^^YL(-jy+PD^DiP(cr)xv: > 








the sum ( £ ) is over only even or odd values of i(p) depending whether m(l) is even or 
odd. The coefficients D": and DZ are the Fourier series coefficients of the Mathieu 
functions, 















and J (u) is the Bessel function of the order of p and argument u. Also k is the wave 
number, dqr is the distance between the centers of two coordinate systems, and y/rq is the 
angle between the x-axis of cylinder r and the distance line of two centers, measured from 
the x-axis of cylinder r. 
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Appendix B 
G's Matrices for TM Case 
The expansion coefficients for the TM case (Equations (3.85) - (3.101)) are given 
in terms of the matrices 71 through 7146, and matrices G\ through G48. The matrices G\ 
through G48 are given in this appendix. 
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Ts Matrices for TM Case 
The expansion coefficients for the TM case (Equations (3.85) - (3.101)) are given 
in terms of the matrices T\ through 7146, and matrices G\ through G48. The matrices 71 
through 7146 are given in this appendix. 
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Appendix D 
G's Matrices for TE Case 
The expansion coefficients for the TE case (Equations (3.131) - (3.147)) are 
given in terms of the matrices T\ through 7158, and matrices G\ through G48. The 
matrices G21 through G45 are similar to the matrices which are given in Equations 
(B.21) - (BA5) of Appendix B (for the TM case). The matrices G\ through G26 and G46 
through G48 are given in this appendix. 
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The matrices G27 through G45 are similar to the matrices which are given in 
Equations (5.27) - (5.45) of Appendix B. 





Ts Matrices for TE Case 
The expansion coefficients for the TE case (Equations (3.131) - (3.147)) are 
given in terms of the matrices T\ through 7158, and matrices G\ through G48. The 
matrices T\ through 7158 are given in this appendix. 
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771 = G45~ G42r 
- l 772 = G45„ G43 
773 = G27 -G47 765 
774 = G28 o-G47 0766 
T75 = G29 + 77375_ - G47T67 
776 = G30„ + 77475 „ + 775721-G47 768 
T77 = G330 + 77377 e + 775724 + 776742 - G470 771 
778 = G34„ + 77477„ + T75T25 + T76T43 + T77T63 - G47 772 
779 = 778^777758 
780 = 778-1 
781 = 778"' 
782 = 778 
783 = 778" 




T74T40 + 775720 - 776739 - 777760} 
- G310 + 77376e - 775722 - 776740 - 777761 + G470 769} 
-G32 0 +774760 - 775723-776741-777762+ G47o770} 
785 = G18e75e+G20e 
786 = Gl 8 77 + G21 „ + 785724 + 785721742 
787 = 785725 + 785721743 + 786763 
788 = Gl 8 76 - G19-785722 - 785721740 - 786761 - 787783 
789 = 788"'G16e 






















79i = 788_1787780 (£.91) 
792 = 788_1{G18e74e -785719 + 785721738 + 786759 + 787781} (£.92) 
793 = 788"'{-785720+ 785721739+ 786760+ 787782} (£.93) 
794 = 7 8 8 ^ 1 7 , (£.94) 
T95 = 788-1 {785723 + 785721741 + 786762 + 787784} (£.95) 
796 = G180750 + G20o (£96) 
797 = G180770 +G2l0 +796743 + 796742763 (£.97) 
798 = 796740 + 796742761 + 797783 (£.98) 
799 = G180760 -G\90 -796741-796742762-797784-798795 (£.99) 
7100 = 799-1798789 (£. 100) 
7101 = 799"'G160 (£101) 
7102 = 799-1 {796742758 - 797779 + 798790} (£. 102) 
7103 = 799"'{797780+ 798791} (£.103) 
7104 = 799-1 {796738 + 796742759 + 797781 + 798792} (£.104) 
7105 = 799-1 {Gl 80 740 + 796739 + 796742760 + 797782 + 798793} (£. 105) 
7106 = 799"1798794 (£. 106) 
7107 = 799-'G17o (£.107) 
7108 = Gll e75 e+G13 e (£108) 
7109 = Gll e77 e +G14e +7108724 + 7108721742 (£109) 
7110 = 7108725 + 7108721743 + 7109763 (£. 110) 
7111 = -Gl l e76 e + G12e + 7108722 + 7108721740 + 7109761 + 7110783 (£. 111) 
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7112 = 7108723 + 7108721741 + 7109762 + 7110784 + 7111795 (£. 11 
7113 = 7111794 + 71127106 (£.113) 
7114 = 711373e+G15e (£.114) 
7115 = 7114~'{-7111789-71127100 +711372e} (£.115) 
7116 = 7114-1{-71127101-7112710772o} (£.116) 
7117 = 7114"' {7109758-7110779 + 7111790 + 71127102} (£.117) 
7118 = 7114"1 {7110780 - 7111791 + 71127103} (£. 118) 
7119 = 7114"1 {Gl leT4e- 7108719 + 7108721738 + 7109759 
+ 7110781 + 7111792-71127104} (£.119) 
7120 = 7114"1 {-7108720 + 7108721739 + 7109760 
+ 7110782 + 7111793 + 71127105} (£120) 
7121 = 7114"' 7112710773
 0 (£121) 
7122 = G110750+G130 (£.122) 
7123 = G110770 +G\40 +7122743 + 7122742763 (£.123) 
7124 = 7122740 + 7122742761 + 7123783 (£. 124) 
7125 = -G110760 + G120 +7122741 + 7122742762 + 7123784 + 7124795 (£.125) 
7126 = 7124794 + 71257106 (£126) 
7127 = 7125710773o-712673e 7121+ G150 (£127) 
7128 = 7127"'{-7124789-71257100+ 712672e -712673e7115} (£.128) 
7129 = 7127"'{-71257101+ 7125710772o -712673e7116} (£129) 
7130 = 7127"1 {7122742758 - 7123779 + 7124790 
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+ Tl25T\02-Tl26T3eT\\7} (£.130) 
7131 = 7127_1{7123780 + 7124791 + 71257103-712673e7118} (£.131) 
7132 = 7127"1 {7122738 + 7122742759 + 7123781 + 7124792 
+ 71257104-712673e 7119} (£.132) 









+ 7124793 + 71257105 - 712673e 7120} 
= G6 e 75 e -G8 e 
 G6 e 77 e -G9 e +7134724+ 7134721742 
= 7134725 + 7134721743 + 713 5763 
 -G6eT6e+G7e +7134722 + 7134721740 + 7135761 + 7136783 
= 7134723 + 7134721741 + 7135762 + 7136784 + 7137795 
= 7137794 + 71387106 
= -7138710773
 0 +713973e7121 









-7137792-71387104+ 713973e7119-71407132}71e+G10e (£.141) 
7142 = 7141-'{-7137789-71387100+ 713972e-713973e7115+ 71407128} (£.142) 
7143 = 714r'{-71387101-7138710772o-713973e7116+ 71407129} (£143) 
7144 = 714r'{7135758-7136779+ 7137790+ 71387102 
-713973e7117+ 71407130} (£.144) 
7145 = 714r'{7136780+ 7137791 +71387103-713973e7118+ 71407131} (£145) 
7146 = 714r'{-7134720 + 7134721739+ 7135760 + 7136782+ 7137793 
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+ri38no5-n39r3en20+ri4on33}n0 (£146) 
7147 = G6 0 75 0 -G8 0 (£.147) 
7148 = G60770 - G 9 0 +7147743 + 7147742763 (£.148) 
7149 = 7147740 + T\47T42T6\ + 7148783 (£. 149) 
7150 = -G6 o76 o +G70 + 7147741 + 7148742762 + 7148784 + 7149795 (£.150) 
71 51 = 7149794 + 71507106 (£.151) 
7152 = 7150710773
 0 + 715173e7121 (£.152) 
7153 = {7147738 + 7147742759 + 7148781 + 7149792 + 71507104 
+ 715173e 7119 + 71527132)71 e (£.153) 
7154 = {-G60740 -7147739-7147742760-7148782-7149793 
-71507105-715173e7120-71527133}71o -71537146+ G10o (£.154) 
7155 = 7154_1{-7149789-71507100 + 715172e+715173e7115 
-71527128 + 71537142} (£155) 
7156 = 7154_1{-71507101 +7150710772o+715173e7116 
-71527129 + 71537143} (£156) 
7157 = 7154"' {7147742758 - 7148779 + 7149790 + 71507102 
+ 715173e7117-71527130+ 71537144} (£.157) 
7158 = 7154"'{7148780 +7149791+ 71507103+ 715173e7118 
-71527131 + 71537145} (£.158) 
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